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By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board approved a proposed operating
budget for 1900 totaling $146,975.30 at its
Tuesday meeting. The budget, which
was prepared by the finance com-
mittee, has been presented to the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and the
budget and finance committee of the
Murray Common Council.
The proposed budget, which is an
increase of $36,913 over the 1979 budget,
calls for the city and the county to
allocate $54,987.65 each. This is an
increase of $18987.65 over each
governing body's 1979 parks allotment..
The remaining $37,000 will be generated
by fees of the parks system.
Of the total proposed budget,
$77,834.34 will go toward salaries of full-
time and part-time parks employees,
including the addition of two full-time
employees who were hired on the
federal CETA program and whose
employments on that program ter-
minated Sept. 30. -
The fiscal court and city council had
previously voted an additional $3,472.16
to keep the two employees,,the parks
bookkeeper and field supervisor, on the
payroll from Oct. 1 through Dec. 31.
Bpard members will make a final
decision on a proposal for a Wittek
batting cage to be constructed in the old
city park at the November meeting.
Prior to that time, representatives of
the parks board will meet with Cavity
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller and
Mayor Melvin Henley to discuss the
feasibility of the commercial venture.
The proposal, which was presented to
the board in September by Wayne
Wilson and Ray Reeves, calls for the
park to receive 10 percent of the
revenue generated by the facility.
Wilson and Reeves estimated the gross
yearly income of the facility to be from
$20,000 to $30,000 -an4 the approximate
cost of construction at $15,000.
The cage, which would include four
pitching machines for baseball and one
for softball, would be located south of
Payne Street across from the parks
office.
Parks director Gary Holman told
board members that Tom Craighead of
the Kentucky office of the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation had informed him
that EtOR would have no objection to the
lease of park property. Hohman saki
that Craighead did stress, however,
that any lease entered into by the parks
system should be an operational lease.
The director also said that the
Paducah parks system has such a lease
agreement for all concessions and
amusement rights with one individual
and that the system receivesn 5 perctut...
of the gross receipts from those con-
cessions.
Finance .committee members
reported that concession and pool
receipts for 1979 were down $7,942.70
from last year. The park made a profit
of 20 percent from the 1979 receipts of
See PARKS,
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Mobile Home Committee
To Use State Regulations
According to a report at the Murray
Planning Commission meeting
Tuesday night, the mobile home
committee is drafting a new ordinance
that will comply to state mobile home
regulations.
Jack Gardner, commission member
and chairman of the committee,
delivered the report.
Steve Zea, city planner, said the new
ordinance would follow present
regulations set by the Kentucky Mobile
Home and Recreation Vehicle Act of
1972 (KRS 219). He added a public
hearing concerning the new ordinance
will be scheduled following the com-
pletion of its draft.
Zea said one of the clauses states that
existing one-trailer sites can remain.
However, if the trailer is moved or
destroyed, another trailer cannot be
moved in its place, Zea added.
The current Murray ordinance was
developed in 1969.
Members of the mobile home com-
mittee include Howard' Koenen, H.T.
Waldrop and Maurice Christopher, all
planning commission members.
A meeting of the newly developed
transportation committee was
scheduled for 7 p.m. Oct. 30.
The committee consists of members
of several local businesses,
organizations and minority groups. Its
function is to make a final recom-
mendation on the transportation study
to the commission.
' The commission voted to approved
the land use and housing element. A
public hearing was held at the Sep-
tember meeting and received no
response. Zea said the acceptance on
the element should be postponed in case
any written or oral recommendations
would be received. Zea added none
were received and the element was
approved unanimously.
Red Cross Director Asks For
Magazines For Hospital Patients
"We're really in need of men's and
women's magazines for distribution to
local hospital patients," said Lucy
Wright, executive director of the
Murray-Calloway County chapter of the
Red Cross.
"People with current magazines, say
three months old or less, are being
urged to make them available for these
patients," she said. "And although we
will happily take any kind of magazine,
presently it is the men's and women's
types that are in demand."
Individuals with magazines to donate
may drop them off at the Red Cross
office on the third floor of the Calloway
County courthouse or at the front desk
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Ms. Wright said the Red Cross has
supplies about 430 magazines for use in
the hospital from May through July and
that the local post office cooperates by
making available magazines that are
undeliverable.
"This is really something worthwhile
that most people can do for someone
else," she said. "Almost everyone has a
few magazine) lying around the house.
They dont' want to throw them out
because they're sure they may be of use
someday. Well, today is a good day to
put them to use for someone else's
benefit."
Additional information is available at
the Red Cross office at 753-1421.
Two Receive Post Cards From
Man Wanted In Double Slaying
GULFPORT, Was. (AP) — A
Mississippi mayor and a New Jersey
prison guard have received hand-
written post cards signed with the name
of a man wanted in the slaying of a
honeymooning Kentucky couple,
authorities said Tuesday.
A post card apparently signed by
Kenneth William Wheat and post
marked Oct. 13 from Miami was sent to
Gulfport Mayor Jack Barnett, said
James K. Sanders, chief investigator
for the Harrison County SherifFs
Department.
"I hear you're looking for me — ask
the CIA. they know. So does the secret
service," Sanders quoted the message
written on the post card received
Tuesday by Barnett.
A guard at the New Jersey state
prison, where Wheat spent 17 years on a
murder conviction, received a post
card Monday apparently signed by
Wheat and also postmarked Oct. 13
from Miami, officials said.
"Hi, everyone. I'm on the run and
they will never catch me. Thinking of
you all. The CIA is taking care of me.
Kenny Wheat," Sanders said was
scrawled on the post card.
Wheat, 40, is charged with murder in
the shooting deaths of Joseph Mayer,
24, and Teresa Mayer, 21, one day after
they were married in Paducah,
authorities said.
The couple was abducted from a
Gulfport motel, taken to a secluded spot
north of Pass Christian, and shot to
death, officers said.
PARKS BOARD OFFICERS — Newly elected officers of the Murray-
Calloway County Parks Board are E. L. Howe Jr., center, chairman; Carolyn
Adams, left, secretary; and Bettye Baker, right, vice chairman. Dick George,
treasurer, is not pictured. The officers will assume their duties in
November.
Staff Photo by Debbie N. lee
Grant For Work With
Elderly Given To MSU
A three-year grant, totaling $267,000,
has been awarded to Murray State
University for the purpose of giving
students in five of its academic areas
practical experience in training, for
working with the aging.
The project, which officially started
Oct. 1, will provide supervised field
experience for students in four un-
dergraduate specialty professions —
communication disorders; health,
physical education and recreation;
paralegal studies and social policy
analysis — as well as the University's
multi-disciplinary minor program in
gerontology, the study of the aging
process and the problems of the aging.
Entitled "Career Training in Aging
for Social Policy and Helping
Professionals," the project is an
outgrowth of a comprehensive
assessment by the university of the
needs of the elderly across the region.
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Deaths & Funerals 12-A
Dr. Lamb 3-A
Horoscope 3-A




Partly sunny and mild today
with a chance of afternoon and
evening showers or thun-
derstorms. Highs mid to upper
70s. Mostly cloudy tonight with
scattered showers. Lows around
50 to mid 50s. Becoming mostly
sunny breezy and warmer on





The Moscpw Pops Folk Orchestra
will appear in Murray as scheduled in
Lovett Auditorium on Friday, October
26 at 8:15 p.m. This announcement was
made at the recent Murray Civic Music
Board meeting held at the home of Mr
and Mrs. John C. Winter. Mrs. Winter is
president of the association.
"There was some question as t(
whether or not the orchestra would
honor its commitment as a result of
recent defections to the United States
by members of the Russian Ballet," a
spokesman said. "The Soviet Union
then prohibited the Moscow Symphony
from traveling to the United States
because the government feared ad-
ditional defections," the spokesman
stated. "However, Murray State Music
Departmeig Chairman Roger Reich-
muth received a mail-a-gram recently
staling that the Moscow Pops would be
traveling," the spokesman said.
Board members attending the
brunch-business meeting were as
follows: John C. Winter-Dr. Joe N
Prince, vice-presidents, programming;
Mrs. Winter, president; Dr. Roger
Fteichmuth, vice-president, production;
Mrs. .C. C. Lowry, vice-president,
funding; Dr. James Kline, secretary;
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
treasurer; Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs
Carole Hahn, Mrs. James C. Hart, Mrs.
Donald Hughes, Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Paul Shahan.
Murray State's undergraduate
gerontology program ranks among the
top 10 programs of its kind in the nation.
The grant will be funded at the rate of
$89;000 per year for the next three years
by the Administration on Aging in the
U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
It will be used to support four
specialists, ope in each of the academic
areas, who will establish and develop
operational centers across the region
from which to direct and supervise the
students in their various training
programs and their work with the
aging.
By instilling the principal of on-the-
scene, practical experience into the
training process of future
professionals, recruitment of speciality
personnel to work with older
Americans or on aging policy
development and implementation will
be enhanced, according to Dr. Miles
*Simpson, who will direct the Drilitct.
Simpson is chairman of the Depart-
ment of Sociology and Anthropology in
the university's College of Humanistic
Studies.
Hospital Board To Discuss Issues
Answers Needed
For Ambulances
The current contract between Mur-
ray and Calloway County governments
and Mercy Ambulance Corp. that pro-
vides for ambulance service for
Calloway County residents expires Dec.
31, 1979. That dilemma has posed
several questions in the minds of local
government officials as well as city and
county residents, including:
•Where will the new service locate?
•Will sufficient funds be acquired to
properly run the service?
•Will the city and county have
separate services?
•And most important, will there be an
ambulance service at all?
Proposals that have been discussed
by the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board, the Murray Common
Council and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court include:
• The continuation of a private firm
contract with the city and county shar-
ing the subsidization.
--The operation of the ambulance
service as a function of the hospital,
also with the city and county providing
a subsidy.
.,The operation of the ambulance
service as a function of the Murray Fire
Department with the county paying a
subsidy figure to the city 'to provide
county-wide service.
• The operation of an ambulance ser-
vice through the fire department for the
city only, forcing the county -govern-
ment to provide a service for residents
outside the city.
--The operation of a county-wide am-
bulance service utilizing the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad on a
volunteer basis, with city and county
providing the subsidy funds.
Much consideration has been given to
placing the ambulance service in what
some elected officials indicate they
think is the most logical location,'the
hospital.
According to Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator, the ambulance situation
will be discussed in the Thursday night
meeting of the hospital's board of com-
missioners.
Poston said he telt the decision of
where to locate the service needs to' be
mad, in the meeting since "time is run-
ning out." He added he has made some
recommendations to the board
members for their consideration.
The current city-county contract is
with Angels of Mercy of Paducah, a
private firm. The city and county cur-
rently are subsidizing that service
$90,000 per year. The county pays 60
percent ($54,000) while the city pays 40
percent $36,000
According to reports from the Aug. 16
hospital board, the ambulance service
makes an estimated 1,000 calls per
year. Figures show that one run costs
around $150, with the service charging
between $30 to $39, depending on the
vicinity of the city or county.
In that same meeting, Jim Garrison,
hospital board member, reported on a
joint meeting by members of the
hospital board, the Murray Common
Council and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court and said that unofficial figures
show the ambulance service, if it is
located in the hospital, may have to
subsidized $120,000. • -
The council approved a recommenda-
tion to offer $30,000 toward the opera-
tion of a joint service in its Sept. 27
meeting.
The offer was prompted by feelings
held by some council members and a
recommendation from Murray Mayor
Melvin B. Henley that the fiscal court
and the hospital board need "a definite
proposal" in order to come to a decision
on the matter.
In response to the city's action, the
fiscal court approved a recommenda-
tion from Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller to advise the hospital board that
it (the fiscal court) "would join in the
subsidy and payment to the hospital for
the operation of emergency medical
services up to the sum of $45,000, which
constitutes the present arrangement
between city and county on a 60-40
basis." The recommendation was made
See AMBULANCES.
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NEW TRAFFIC LIGHT — According to Kentucky Department of Transportation officials in Reidland, the new traffic
light at the intersection of Glendale Road and 12th Street (U.S. 641) will be turned on at 11 a.m. Thursday. The traffic
light was hung last week
Referendum To Allow Acceptance
Of Grant For Hazel Water System
Water rates will go up a modest
amount, according to officials if Hazel
voters approve their water district
referendum question in November.
If approved, the referendum will
ins ire that the community will accept a
federal grant of $660,000 toward the
construction of pipelines to carry water
from Murray to Hazel.
Only one-quarter of the projects' $1.1
million cost will be billed to the com-
munity, and that amount, $442,000, will
be met by revenue from the water
system, according to J. R. Taylor,
chairman of the South 641 Water
District committee.
Taylor saki that the city's share of
$1.1 million will be less than the cost of
digging a new well, putting in a new
pump . and meeting regulations
established by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
"We would have a difficult time
meeting EPA standards," said Taylor,
"because they require that samples of
public water be taken daily and tested.
Our financial system might have
trouble meeting the expense even if we
could find the personnel."
Calloway County judge-executive
Robert 0. Miller said Hazel's situation
represents a typical case of city of-
ficials' hesitancy to raise rates in order
to keep the system in the black. "Now
they are faced with raising rates suf-
ficiently to meet their costs," he said,
"but that is minimal compared to the
costs they will eventually face if the
federal loan is refused by the voters."
Hazel Mayor Joe Thompson said
water rates, which presently are $12
per month for a minimum of 2,000
gallons of water, are expected to reach
614 per month for the same minimum
amount of water.
"We need the benefits of this loan,"
said Thompson, "and we're going to be
in pretty bad shape if the voters don't
approve it. Luckily, most of our
residents understand how important
this is.
"They realized that in addition to
being guaranteed an approved source
of good water, we'll gain new pipes
within the city limits and improve4,
sewer facilities. The present water
lines are about 50 years old, and we are
constantly having to repair breaks."
Taylor added that 30 additional fire
hydrants will be installed when pipes
are replaced within the city, and he and
Thompson agree community residents
could not expect a better financial
arrangement than the one now being
proposed.
Miller said Murray Mayor Melvin
Henley and Thompson are cooperating
with county officials in their efforts to
provide a portable public water source
for Hazel residents.
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Wednesday. Oct. 17
Murray Coutitry Club Lady
Golfers will have their awards
banquet w ith a social hour at 6
p.m and dinner at 7 p.m. at
the club.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have a dinner meeting at the
fellowship hall at 6 p.m.
A panel of experts on the
Victorian Era will present a
program on the exhibition of
Victorian photography now
twin  shown at the Callaway
Public Library at 7 p.m. at the
library.
. Makin' Molasses will
continue from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Empire Farm in
Land Between the Lakes.
Thursday. Oct. 18
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. James Lawson, 1707
Johnson Boulevard.
. Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to -meet at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall. 
Friends of the Library
Organization will meet at 7:30
-pun. at .the...Calloway Public
Library with the program to
be presented by Ruth Howard.
-French teacher at Murray
High School.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Sorority will have a Halloween
party at the home of Jean
Fleming at 7 p.m.
For Community Calendar
Thursday. Oct. 18
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 730 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club. will meet for
an informal breakfast at 9:30
a.m. at the club hou&.
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet with
Mrs. Richard Crouch at 7 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Easterh-Star
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Jazz Band I will present an
outdoor concert near Hart
Hall. Murray State Univer-
sit , front 12:30 to 1: 30 p.m.
Murray Business and.
Professional 'e\NAlen's Club is
schedule.c' Aneet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
1 he regular clinic at the
Calloway County Health
Center will not be held today.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Empire Farm. and
Quilting Bee _from. 1 tQi .11L
at The Homeplace-1850. •
Senior Citizens' Groups will
meet as follows: Hazel at the
Hazel Community Center at 10
a.m. with lunch at 11:45 a.m.:
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch at
12 noon: Lunch at Douglas
Center at 12 noon.
East Ca-noway Flementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
school cafeteia. •
tonight! 
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Murray High will play Todd
County in its homecoming
football game at Ty Holland
Stadium at 8 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses front 9:30 a.m. to 3
p in. at Empire Farm, and
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and-call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping andloy'll-:3ra.m.Tor
aftenioon shopping. .
• Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. -
Friday, oct:II
Jazz Band II will present
concert at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8:15
p.m.
Science Seminars conducted
by Dr. Malcolm Chrisholm,
Indiana University, will be at
3:30 p.m. in Room 312, Black-
burn Science Building,
Murray State University.
The Murray State Racer
Men's Cross Countiy Tani
will host SoutheastMissouri
State in a 5-mile run at the
Murray Country Club
ginning at 3:30 p.m..
The 66th annual conference of the First District of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs will be held Thursday,
Oct. 18, at the First Christian Church, South Ninth and South
Streets, Mayfield, with Mrs. Thomas A. Poore, Calvert City,
-district governor, presiding.
Special guests will include the state president, Miss
Patricia E. Leeof Pikeville; Mrs. William K. Bodell, first
vice president; Mrs..Chyron Wallen, second vice president;
Mrs. George-E. Winn, Marion, recording secretary. -
An arts and crafts contest will bke held with Mrs. Douglas
Moore of Paducah, district vice governor, in charge.
Registration and coffee will begin at 9 a.m.
The First District is composed of 21 clubs in Western Ken-
tucky including the two local clubs, Murray Woman's Club
and Hazel Woman's Club.




lumni and Friends in con-
unction with other activities
if the day will be from 930 to
1 a.m. at the high school
afeteria.
LONDON' i AP — The
parents of Louise Brown:say
they are tired of hearing their
daughter being referred to as
a "test tube baby"
"She was never in a test
tube," Lesley Brown, LouiSe's
mother, told Wornan
magazine, a British
publication. "The egg was
fertilized in a shallow glass
dish. And then she was im-
planted back into me and I
carried her for nine months,
just as with ally other baby."
Born July 25. 1978, Louise
was conceived outside her
mother's womb in a British
laboratory because Mrs.
Brown could not conceive
normally.
LORE LANDOLT, left, daughter of Gene and Lochie Landolt of Murray, is member and
president of her pledge class of Kappa Kappa Gamma at the University of Mississippi, Ox-
ford, for the fall term. Miss Landolt is a 1979 graduate of Murray High School. Other
members of the pledge class are, left to right, Angela Curd, Wendy Crawford, and Hunter
Spurner, all of Lexington.
New Mothers...
Watch For An Invitation
In The Mail To Visit
The homecoming coffee for alumni and friends of Murray
High School will be held from 9:30 to 11 a.m, at the high
school cafeteria. This will be in conjunction with other
homecoming activities for the day and evening.
Kay Ray and Betty Jo Purdom of the Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Organization will be hostesses for the coffee
and urge all alumni and friends to attend.
Officers of the PTO are Jean Lindsey, president; Linda
Jones, vice president; Lynn Stout, secretary; Pat Swift,
treasurer.
The recent meeting of the J.
N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy was a potluck
luncheon at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
Following the luncheon,
Mrs. W. 2.. Carter, president,
presided and Mrs. Inez
Claxton presented the guest
speaker, IA. Col. Randall G.
Routt of the ROTC of Murray
State University who gave a
talk, entitled "Your Army."
"The United States Army, a
vanguard of 'freedom, is "an
honored institution older than
our country itself. It has a
fascinating' history, in-
teresting - customs and
traditions, and a way of life
necessarily. distinct from that
of the civilian population." the
speaker said.
U. Col. Routt noted that the
nation stands as the best
testimonial to the ac-
complishments to those who
have filled the ranks of the
army; their sweat and blood
made it possible. The regular
army was established by the
Continental Congress on June
14, 1773.. In more than 200
years following this date the
American Soldiers have lived
by the code of "Duty, Honor,
Country" and have answered
the call in nine major con-
flicts, he-added.
The speaker also mentioned
a few of the significant con-
Iributions the Army has made
to the nation in areas other
than military defense. Of vital
importance are the advances
made by the Medical Corps
and the Corps of Engineers.
U. Col. Routt, a native of
LaRue County, is a graduate
of Western Kentucky
University, Middle Tennessee
State, and the Command and
General Staff Colleges, and
has had overseas assignments
in Germany, Korea, and
Vietnam.
Mrs. Inez Claxton, 2w1 vice
president, was chairman of
the hostess committee.
BUS SERVICE—Toopie Thomas, second left, is the driver for the Senior Citizens Bus that
Is in operation throughout the week. Bus service is available to the exercise program on
Monday and noon luncheon on Wednesday at the Douglas Community Center; to the ac-
tivities at the Ellis Community Center on Tuesday and Thursday; and for shopping on Fri-
day. Senior citizens may call 753-0929 for bus service. Senior citizens pictured, left to right,
are Earlene Gordon. Trudy Miller, and Trilby Cunningham.
Staff photo by Jo Burkeen
"Life often presents us
with a choice of evils rather
than good." Charles
Colton.
Declarer had to choose
between evil finesses in his wEST.
• 8 4 3play of today l interesting • 0 872game. He chose the finesse • 8 2 "in his longest suit and • A,, 9
declarer still doesn't realize
why he made a bad choice.
Declarer considered
ducking the heart in dummy
. in hopes that West had led
from the queen. Had he done
so, he would have gone
down " quickly. East would
win the heart queen and
shift to clubs and the game
would go a quick down two.
However, declarer
dodged this first trap and
was left with choosing a
finesse in either spades or
diamonds. If he could pick
up either suit, he would have
nine winners.
The diamond suit was
longer than the spades. so
after reaching his hand with
the ace of diamonds, he
tried the diamond finesse
East won the queen and the
nasty club shift beat the
game two tricks.
The better line is to try
the spade finesse first or to
play the ace and king of dia-
monds and then try the
spade finesse. The spade
finesse is better than a
straight diamond finesse
because, even if it loses.
West will be on lead and he
will be less likely to be able
to beat the hand with a club
shift (the actual case).
..The hand was played at
the Regional Tournament in
San Antonio and. when Unit
President Cisse Horton of
San Antonio played the.
hand, she took a- winning
spade finesse at trick two
and then returned to dum-
my with the remaining
EAST
• K 6
• Q 10 6
• K 8 4 3 I!
54)L Tit










heart honor to finesse in
spades again East's king
appeared and the hand was
all over
Had the ace not bagged
the king after a second
finesse. Cisse would have
had time to try the
diamonds Why not keep the
eggs in two baskets instead
of one"
ANSWER: Pass The tOO
honors are nice: but one no
trump rates to be a better
contract than two spades
1.1!end bridge gu.'1in I Thr rs
I'll Box 12363 Dallas T1.114,
with self addressed stamped en,elop,
for reply
Miss Jan Cooper Feted
At Tea At Church Hall
Miss Jan Cooper, Nov. 3rd
bride-elect of Randy Walker,
was the honoree at a tea held
Oct. 6 at the Fellowship.H,all of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with MrS. Don
Kenady, Mrs. Hardy Outland,
Mrs. Bill Furches, Mrs. Ben
Hendricks, Mrs. Danny
Outland, and Mrs. Randy
Thweatt as hostesses.
For the prenuptial occasion
the honoree chose to wear a
plum sweater and plaid skirt
with matching accessories.
She was presented a corsage
of white roses by the hostesses
who also presented corsages
of silk roses to Mrs. Jimmy
Cooper, mother of the
honoree, and Mrs. Ken Myers,
grandmother of the honoree.
The register table was
covered with a white linen
cloth with an eyelet ruffle
around the border. Two long
stemmed red silk roses were
placed in the open bride's
book. Miss Angela Hendricks
presided at the register.
Refreshments of cake
decorated with red roses,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served from crystal ap-
pointments at the ta bk
covered with a white lace
cloth and centered with an
arrangement of red silk roses
and baby's breath in a wicker
basket flanked by tapers in
brass holders.
Approximately 125 guests
called between the hours of 2
to 4 p.m.
Bake Sale Planned
A special bake sale for tht
benefit of the Hazel Sernoi
Citizens will be held Saturday
Oct. 20, at 1 p.m. at the K-Man
on North 12th Street, Murray.
Persons desiring to donate
cakes, pies, brownies, cookies,
bread, or any baked goods for
the sale should have thern at
the Hazel Community Center
by 11:30 a.m. Saturday to be
taken to the sale at Murray.
All donations will be greatly
appreciated, a spokesman
said.
The Hazel Senior Citizens
meet each day, Monday
through Friday, at 10 a.m, at
the Hazel Community Center
for activities with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
On Wednesday, Oct. 24, the
monthly birthday party will be
held at 1 p.m. following lunch
Persons desiring to eat lunch
should contact the site
manager two days before by
ailing 436-5525.
711rs. Shown & Mrs. White
Featured At Zeta Meeting
Mrs. Vernon Shown, soloist,
with Mrs. Oneida White as
accompanist, presented a
musical prOram at the
meeting of the Zeta Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club held Sept. 27 at the club
house •
The .soloist sa'ng three
numbers by Jerome Kern-
-Can't help .Loving' That
-Man,— "Make Believe," and
"Why. Do I Love Him"—and a
inedle from the musical,
"Oliver.- •
Mrs: John T. Irvan, co-'
chairman, presided, and in the
absence of the civic chairman,
Mrs. Codie Caldwell, gave a





l'rukiy. librarian at Carter
Elementery School, is coor-
dinating the program among,
the students.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Herman Wicker, treasurer.
Mrs. John B. Watson, contest
chairman, Mrs.. 0. H. Erwin.
co-chairman, and Mrs. Donald
Jones, general club president. .
A -§arad----drippiirstifs—serv -----
w th centerpiece ap-
pointments in brass vntl
candles and • f al
arrangements. Hagesse:
were Mrs. Heron West, Mrs
Jack Bailey, and Mrs. Kati,
Outland.
The department will mee
Oct. 27 at Thurman's Fur
niture Store' with Mrs. R. T
Hewitt and James Lawrenct
to present a Home Decoratini
program. Hostesses will Is
Mesdames • Max Beale, Her
nard Bell, Codie Caldwell















All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy
• Baked Potato or French Fries
• •• •• •
• SIRLOIN STOCKADE ••
• Quality that keeps you comin' back. •• •
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARiES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Minor grievances occur on
the job or in relationships.
Your best bet is to greet others
with a cooperative spirit. 
SUre 
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:3€1iY'
You're in the mood for play
when you should be working
and vice-versa. Put extra
effort into a creative project
or hobby for success.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) B09"
'Slight tension at home can
be alleviated if you'll share
some leisure time with those
present. Or invite others over.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 00
A love interest may not be in
the mood for talk, but you'll
find a receptive audience in
some family membe. Home
activities favored.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 72) 12f-g
• A good ttme to work -out
financial problems. Invite
others to express their
thoughts. Special rapport with
children indicated.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) IIP%
Curb inner resentment or
agitation if someone rebuffs
your peacemaking efforts.




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -11-ne
„.A time to count your
blessings and to seek inner
harmony. If you are at peace
with yourself, minor
aggravations won't get to you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
If a friend gets on your
nerves, why not take him
aside for a private chat. Take
advantage of favorable trends
to resolve differences.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Not a time for going it alone.
Take others into your con-
fidence. Accept an invitation




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi4
Consult with experts about
career projects for favorable




(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) '
s Get a second opinion about a





  Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY. OCTOBER 18. 1979
conlsection with distant
financial interests, travel, and
education.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 2))
Stick to larger issues in
talks with close ones, who may
be aggravated if you harp on
Little things. Discuss joint
assets.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural interest in world af-
fairs and woulct-succeettas-a
lawyer, politician, or
statesman. In business, you
work well in partnership and
when allied with large cor-
porations or organizations.
You have the ability to raise
money for the causes that
interest you, though your
greatest success comes
through doing your own thing.
You have an impressive
personality and would succeed
on the stage. A good ad-
ministrator, you're also at-
tracted to public service and
community projects. Writing,
and intellectual pursuits also
appeal to you. Birthdate of:
Melina Mercouri, film star;
Lotte Lenya, singer; and




‘. Dr. Kenneth Wolf, associaterofessor in the Department
aif History, . Murray State
.University, was the guest
.i
" peaker at the covered dish
uncheon held by the Alpha
partment of the Murray
:WOman's Club on Sept. 22 at
.the club house.
, "Social Changes" as the
subject of the talk by Dr. Wolf.
The vice chairman, Frances
j3rown, presided at., the
Meeting. Cook books donated
by -Mrs. .('ornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney were shown the group
which are now on sale.
Twenty-one members and




Bradleytand Mrs. Eva Ross.
British attempts at set-
tlement in Canada occurred as
early as 1628 in Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland.
The wedding of Miss Sandra
Beth Vinson, daughter of Mr..
and Mr . Willie 0. Vinson of
Hazel oute 1, and  Keith T.
Mangrum. sonol Mrs. jaiiice
Sanderson and Gene T.
Mangrum of Mayfield. will be
solemnized on Friday, Oct. 19, •
at t p.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church. .
Officiating at the ceremony.
will be the Rev. James
Garland. The music will be by
'Mrs. Gwen Key. organist, and
Mrs. Oneida White, soloist.
Following the wedding a
reception -will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. •
Miss Krista
Is Honored
Miss Krista Kennedy, Nov.
24th bride-elect of Anthony
Thompson, was complimented
with a coffee held Oct. 6 at the
home of Mrs. Eurie Garland.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Garland, Mrs. Virgil Harris,
Mrs. A. R. H4cher. Mrs.
JosePh. Johnson, Mrs. G. T.
Lilly, and Mrs. Gordon
Moody.
The honoree was presented
a 'corsage of baby mums by
the hostesses who also
presented corsages of yellow
and white daisies to Mrs.
Keith Kennedy, mother of the
honoree, and Mrs. David
Thompson, mother-in-law-
be of the honoree.
The guests were greeted by
Mrs. Garland and invited to
sign the 'register.
Arrangements of fall flowers
were used-at vantage points
throughout the house.
The appointed table was
covered with a gold linen cloth
and centered with a fall
centerpiece of marigolds
accented with fall fruits and
caltails, arranged by Mrs.
Moody.
Juice was served from a
crystal punch bowl nestled in
a wicker basket, while coffee
was served from a pewter
service. Wicker and crystal
appointments were used.
Featured on a side table was
a fresh fruit -tray centered
with a pineapple surrounded
by assorted -melon balls and
OPEN HOUSE-Eunice Mills, left, fourth grade teacher at Carter Elementary School,
talks with Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Seargent and children, Trice and Todd, at the open house held
recently by the Carter Parent-Teacher Association at the school. Frances Galloway is
president of the Carter PTA. Other officers are Diana Lyons, Jan Rayburn, and Georgianna
Moffitt. Photo by Kay Outland
American Mother Of Year
To Be Selected By Group
The American Mothers
Committee, Inc. with
headquarters at the Waldorf-
Astoria in New York, is the
official sponsor of • National
Mother's Day each year. Its
objectives are to strengthen
the moral - and spiritual
foundations of the American
home and give to the ob-
servance of Mother's Day a
spiritual quality which
highlights the standards of
ideal Motherhood and
recognizes .the important role
OTITOTWerhOod




I - She must be fully
qualified to represent the
Mothers of America in all
responsibilities attached to
her role as "Mother of the
Year."
2 - She must be a successful
Mother and homemaker as
evidenced by the character
and achievements of her in-
dividual children.
3 - She must embody those
Kennedy
At Coffee
glazed grapes. Other party
treats were also featured.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a Sunbeam





Ann Spann and Diana Lyons
were hostesses for the Sep-
tember meeting of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority Unit 827,
Woodmen of the World, held at
the Boston Tea Party.
, Various reports were given.
Paneling was donated to the
community project for Gerald
Waldrop's work shop at his
home. Dianna Lyons said the
Family Night for the WOW
will be held Dec. 6 at the WOW
Hall. Donna Garland said 50
members attended the skating
party held for the Rangers and
Rangerettes.
The Miss Rangerette
Pageant on Oct. 14 was
discussed.
A Halloween party for the
Rangers and Rangerettes will
be held Monday, Oct. 22, at
6:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Nine members were present
with Cynthia Hart winning the
door prize.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Oct. ,23, at 7







Order Your Mums & Pick Up Your









4 - She must be an active
member of a religious body.
5 - She must have a sense of
responsibility in civic affairs
and be active in public service
to society.
6 - She must 'be a legal
mother.
7 - Her youngest child must
be over 15 years °Cage. .
8 - Any adopted children
may be included with her own
for qualifying as state or
National Mother.
Nomination Blanks, issued




deadline for nominating a
worthy mother for Kentucky
Mother of 1980. Nomination
blanks and material due by
February 1st, 1980. Annual
meeting will be February 23,
1980 in Louisville, Kentucky.
Nominating Blanks may be
obtained ,,by request from:










DEAR ABBY: The other evening I saw an outstanding
ballet company perform. At the end, the audience responded
with enthusiastic applause. but as the dancers took their
first curtain call a large percentage of the audience rushed
out of the theater, no doubt hurrying to get to their cars
first.
These people were not on, being rude to the performers
but to others in the audience by obstructing their view of
the stage.
As an actress, I have felt, anger and resentment after hay
ing given my all in a performance only to be deprived of my
few moments of glory becan,e some people didn't want to
stick around for an extra fii, minutes.
The curtain call is importam to performers. It's the only.
opportunity we have to step ',it of our roles and express our
gratitude to an audience that rewards us with their ap
plause.
,Please print this. Abby, to remind audiences that per-
formers need those few precious moments of appreciation.
Withhold my name and sign me ...
ACTRESS
DEAR ACTRESS: Name sithheld (but I'm saving your
litter). Take another bow for a beautiful letter on behalf of
all performers.
DEAR ABBY: My wife has this long-time girlfriend I'll
call Muriel. She's my wife's a4e (30), divorced, fairly attrae
tive, but doesn't have a steady man. Muriel fancies herself to
be some kind of femme fatale and has given me the come-on
several times, but I've never oven her any encouragement.
A couple of months ago. alter I had taken my wife and
Muriel to a disco, my wife old me that Muriel told her that I
had made a piss at her! That %%as a total lie, and I told my
wife it was.
Last weekend we were at a party and Muriel was there. I
was very cool to her, and hardly spoke, but the next evening,
my wife told me Muriel had (-ailed her at work and said that
I had propositioned her!
Abby. I don't know what NI nriel's game is. but I am fed up
with her. I have never fooied around, but if I decided to
start, it wouldn't be with NI I have the feeling my wife
isn't convinced that I am totally innocent. Flow should I
handle this'?
NOT GUILTY
DEAR NOT: Ask your wife to invite Muriel over. In the
presence of both you and your wife confront her about her
accusations. If your wife is really a good friend, she will en-
courage Muriel to get professional help. The poor girl could
be less malicious than disturbed.
DEAR ABBY: Bravo to yot;i- response to the 82-yelr old
man who wants to marry a aowan 20 years his junior! May I
add:
I am 34,. beautiful. well cdt.. ated and popular. I've had
wealthy, young professional nIrri beg me to marry them, of
,.inted to buy •me a $17.000fer me trips to Europe. One 
Cadillac! I turned them all doik N because lam deeply in love
with a 70-year-old man who ha, never given a material gift
to me in the two years we', been caring for each other.
What he_baw.giv.**amitiamparable inner-jay I've
never feltiegtia_m_iyone else. MI .- so alive, warni and loving. I
thank the d" man daily.
I have proposed to him. hit: he had cold feet. I know he
loves me, but he's afraid hMs Hm old- for me. We has never
married.)
We are both workaholics.... don't get to see each ut her
more than a few hours everi eek.
I love him. I want, him, and 1) marry him tomorrow. So. to
all those men up in age and r ,,:uctant to marry a younger
wrnari. I say. "I'd rather 1Ce a!, old man's tuning than a
young man's slave."
D. IN NEW ORLEANS
•
If you need help in skriting letters of sympathi. I 4) n
gratulation, or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet 110%
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a lima,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
HEALTH 
Extensive hemorrhoids
Lawrence E Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - I have
a long history of hemorrhoids
At first they'd bleed profusely
after a bowel movement. For
a while I had some discharge
associated with them and was
in the hospital for treatment
but no operation. I've had a
complete examination several
times including careful exam-
ination of my colon and noth-
ing other than the hemor-
rhoids has ever been found. 
They're so large that after a
bowel movement hemorrhoids
bigger than my thumb will
stick out and need to be
replaced. It's a daily problem
of cleaning up and wearing
pads to-keep from soiling my
clothes.
On my last check-up the
doctor at a public health hos-
pital and his assistant did a
very thorough examination
and said I had both large
internal and external hemor-
rhoids. He said the rubber
band treatment wasn't for me
and that he would advise
against surgery because I
might end up with a problem
of controlling my bowels. Pre-
sumably the sphincter would
be affected.
He thought I should try to
live with tlie problem. But if I
decide I can't live with it, he -
will operate. The whole thing
is a teal nuisance. I guess My
question is: Do I try to live
with it or should I take a
chance with the operation?
DEAR READER - Hemor-
rhoids are simply very large
dilated veins. The internal
ones are inside the sphincter.
They are the ones that can
bleed even though they may
cause no pain at all. There are
no Pain fihecs,rinside the
rectum. -
The external ones are out-
side the sphincter and they're
the ones that make you feel
like you're sitting on a little
ball. They're also the ones
that cause -pain and itching.
That's because there are pain-
sensitive nerve fibers in the
external area.
There are a lot of things
that can be done -for hemor-
rhoids these days and to bring
you up to date, I'm sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 13-12, Hemorrhoids: New
Treatments For An Old
Affliction. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Slipping a- rubber band on
internal hemorrhoids is one of
the new forms of treatment.
Your doctor was correct in
telling you that it won't work
for your case because it only
works on internal hemor-
rhoids, not external ones.
Injections around the internal
hemorrhoid. area are also
used.
There are cases, particular-
ly those that involve extensive
internal and external hemor-
rhoids, in which surgery is the
only solution.
There are sometimes com-
plications of hemorrhoid
surgery. It's more apt to be
uncomfortable if the patient is
programmed to think it's
going to be difficult That's
already happened to you.
There are a number of people
who do go through hemor-
rhoid surgery thinking posi-
tively and have limited diffi-
culty afterward.
The risk of your losing con-
trol of your bowels may have
been overemphasized_ to you 
Perhaps you should seek a
second opinion. Your hemor-




Miss Stacy Adams and Rick
Murdock who will be married
Nov. 21 at 6 p.m. at the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church were honored at an old
fashioned shower held Friday.
Sept. 28, at 7 p.m.- at the
Comn minty Room of the
Cooper Family
Reunion Held
A family history of the
Cooper family was presented
by Mrs. Fred Wunderlick of
Harrisburg, Ill., at the annual
re-Ifni-on-of the deseendalits of
Redden Cooper, an early
settler in Henry County,
Tenn., held Sunday, Sept. 30,
at Metropolis, Ill. She also
gave each family a copy of the
history.
Group singing was held with
Helen Ford playing the piano
and H. B. Riley the guitar. The
-states -eF. l'exa:;-,±41VeHtigari:-
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois,
and Indiana were represen-
ted. -
Clarence Marberry, 85, was
the oldest one present and was
master of ceremonies. Other
older members present in-
cluded Mrs. Marguerite Cope
Marberry, 84, Paducah, and
Miss Elsie Cooper, 85, Paris,
Tenn.
Attending the reunion were
John Harvey and Auberna
Perkins, Aubrey and Vurlene
Marr, and Ernest and Murrell
Madrey, Murray; Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert McCuiston,
Kirksey; Joe Carl and Vickie
Riley Wyatt, Denise Wyatt,
Benton; Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Grattts
Riley, Mr-. an&Mes. Johnnie
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Ilant
Riley, Mr. and .Mrs. Lowell
Smith and grandchildren,
Jonathan and Christopher
Galloway, all of Mayfield.
Also present for the oc-
casion Were Mr. and Mrs.
Charies Riley, Dallas, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.
Stewart, Pittsboro, Ind.;
Walter Golec and Betty Golec,
Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Helen
Ford, Redford, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Wunderlick,
Harrisburg, III.; Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Vinson, Vienna, Ill.;
Nolan Cooper, Paris, Tenn.
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Hostesses were Lisa Adams.
Twila Dunn. Betty Elkins,
Latricia Adams. Linda Oliver.
Linda Wilson, Lucille Potts,
Larue Sledd. and Martha
Broach.
The honoree wore a , mint
green dress and was
presented a corsage by the
hostesses who also presented
corsages to the mothers and
grandmothers.
To show her appreciation
the bride-elect presented each
hostess with a corsage of silk
flowers.
Games were played with the
winners presenting their
prizes to the honoree. ,
The.,bride-elect opened her
many gifts which were placed
on the table centered with two
antique red oil lamps and a
bride doll, made by the
mother of the honoree, Estelle
Adams.
The refreshment table was
overlaid wieh a white cloth and
centered with a dried flower
arrangement--"In auttrmr
corors. Lemonade, brownies
made and decorated with red
roses- by Betty Elkins, nuts
-and mints were served.
The register table, covered
with a gold lace cloth, was
centered with an antique
kerosene lamp and autumn
dried flowers.
The hostesses prekented the
couple with a 12 'place five
piece setting of ruby glass
dinnerware and 12 goblets to
match.
Attending or sending gifts
were 101 persons.
After The groom-elect was
introduced to the group, six of -
his men friends hosted hjni
with a pizza party.
NIURRAY WOMAN
NOW AT MEMPHIS
Mrs. Guy (June) Cun-
ningham is now a patient in
Room 812, Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
38146, after having sustained a'
broken leg on Friday at her
home while she was
recovering from previous
surgery on the leg. She will be
in traction for about six weeks
and then possibly be in a body
cast. Persons may send her






\ Three Days Only
f,1  October 18, 19, 20
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
9:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.






•Plaid & Solid Tops
•Iluss Togs Skirts
S





8.99 •Fleavy Weight Fashion 14.99 :•
Jeans& Corduroys •
8.99 •Fashion Flannel Shirts 6.99 !
5,99 'Dresses& More Dresses SAVE :
1019 Crushed Velvets ' a
•
And many more items ALL BRAND NAMES) •
o
i
If you have been holding bock for Foil, now is your chance to molly savel
Holiday Inn Banquet Room, Murray, Ky.
•
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Pricesiood Thor. Oct. 18 through Wed. Oct. 24
Welch Concord
Grape Juice






















10 oz. 39 C
Frosty Acres Heat & Serve
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Professional Negotiations




tions, collective negotiations, collective
bargaining, unionization: What is the
difference?
To us, little if any.
PN, the acronym for a professional
negotiations bill that will be sought by
the Kentucky Education Association in
the 1980 General Assembly, has been
ringing, in our ears for many months
and likely will continue to be heard
across the Commonwealth for the few
days remaining before the Nov. 6
General Election, as well as for the rest
of 1979, leading up to the legislative ses-
sion in Frankfort.
What Is PN?
The way we see it, there is no dif-
ference between "professional negotia-
tions" and "collective bargaining."
PN is a term coined by teacher union
leaders, apparently because the more
accurate term of collective bargaining
or "unionization" does not meet ready
acceptance with the rank and file pro-
fessional teacher.
KEA has pledged to make PN its
number one issue in the upcoming ses-
sion of the legislature. The state
teachers' aRsoriation has urged its
members to support candidates who
look favorably on PN. They have that
right and that is the way it'SbOuldbe in
our system of government.
It is important, however, that the
citizens of our community realize that
this is not an issue of local teachers
against the school boards and ad-
ministrators. The real issue is whether
state and local teacher union officials
will have, or should have, ...direct
leverage on local educational decisions
that affect our children.
Our local 'education association is
understandably under a great deal of
pressure from its state affiliate, as our
state education association is being
pressured by the National Educaton
Association, to produce contracts.
We believe, however, that our local
schools should remain in the hands of
local citizens. We don't need state and
national union officials telling us how
ow- schools will be run.
Some supporters of PN might counter
our argument by saying that teachers
,should be deeply involved in sharing
their professional skills and daily ex-
periences in the making of educational
decisions. We emphatically agree with
that premise.
If we felt legislation were needed to
force school boards to accept teacher
input into educational decisions, we
would not hesitate to support such a
measure. But, as we see the situation,
most school boards in our state, and for
sure the Murray Independent board
and the Calloway County board, are
already receptive to teacher input and
such a mandate would be superfluous.
We fear the KEA's PN -bill is but a
wolf disguised as a lamb.
PN, or-to be more truthful, collective
bargaining, in our schools would be like
collective bargaining the private sector
with two important exceptions:
--First, in addition to bargaining for
higher wages and benefits, the teacher
unions also bargain for the control and
management of the schools. This is
unheard of in private sector collective
bargaining.
--Second, since public schools are an
essential public service, paid for by tax
dollars, there is no way to pass on the
increased costs that are inevitable with
collective bargaining. These costs must
either be absorbed by the taxpayer
through higher taxes or they will have a
drastic effect on our children by cutting
educational services.
Mandated collective bargaining in-
evitabty has led and will lead to taking
ultimate authority away from parents,
citizens and taxpayers and giving it to
private, vested-interest teacher unions,
not accountable to the public.
You might think "I just can't believe
that most dedicated Kentucky teachers
feel this way or have these goals." You
would be absolutely correct.
Most teachers do not seek the control
of the educational program, nor
unreasonable salary or benefits for
their work. However, under mandated
collective bargaining, the priorities of
the individual teachers are secondary
to the goals of state- and national
teacher unions.
For those who say that PN is not the
same as unionization of teachers we ask
why did the Internal Revenue Service
last year inform the NEA that its status
had changed from a professional
association to that of a labor union?
What About Strikes?
The reasons already listed are
enough for us to decide that we are op-
posed to PN — and we haven't even
mentioned the one thing that will have
the most direct and drastic affect on
our children, teacher strikes!
; Consider that at the end of
September, 35,000 teachers in 16 states
had been involved in 103 separate
,strikes. Virtually all the disputes in-
%volved salaries, not teacher input into
the educational process.
Figures for 1972 through 1977 show
that there were 179 teacher strikes in-
volving 93,500 teachers and 678 days of
lost work, in states without mandated
collective' bargaining. For the same
period of time, there were 626 teacher
strikes involving 353,000 teachers with
3,424 lost work days in states with man-
datory collective bargaining laws.
These strikes have occurred despite
apparently ineffectual "no-strike
clauses" written into the legislative
measures.
Regardless of whether a law is called
professional negotiations, collective
bargaining or meet-and-confer, an
adversary situation is created which
often leads to costly, illegal teaAer
strikes. Records show that the majority
of teacher strikes occur in states in
which they are illegal.
The immediate need in this issue is
for KEA to label its 1980 legislative
Letter To The Editor
plank exactly what it is: collective
bargaining — not the euphemistic term
"professional negotiations." We are
unable to see a distinction between PN
and collective bargaining, with or
without the right to strike.
But our main objection to collective
bargaining for Kentucky's teachers, or
for any other group whose salary is
paid by the citizens of the com-
monwealth, is that public sector
employees do not and should not have
the right to bargain collectively for tax
dollars.
Tax rates are set by the elected
representatives of the people — not by
teachers — and this is the way it should
remain.
Nunn Responds On Roads
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
letter from Republican gubernatorial
candidate Louie B. Nunn is in response
to a recent request from the tran-
sportation committee of the Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Com-
merce.)
Dear Editor:
I am pleased to have this opportunity
to reaffirm my commitment to the
major improvements on Highway 94
East from Murray to Kenlake. One of
the highest priorities of my ad-
ministration will be to insure the
traveling public that Route 94 will be a
safe and convenient road, for both the
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County and for the thousands of visitors
every year to the lakes regions.
Travel conditions on the road could
be greatly improved by passing lanes,
widening at some points, and im-
,provements and strengthening of the
bridges along the route.
Route 94 East is an important con-
nector to the interstate system, since
the roadway links with 1-24 east of the
lakes. Improving access to the major
highways is an important priority item
for the secondary road system.
I am also well aware of the need to
expedite work currently underway on
Route 641 north of Murray and am
committed to seeing that the project is
completed as soon 89 possible.
As you may have heard, my opponent
has severely criticized me for pledging
to complete Route 94 East, among other
badly needed projects, and I can only
presume that he lacks my commitment
to an orderly, progressive roadbuilding
program in Kentucky.
In announcing my candidacy for
Governor, I said it would be the major
goal of my service to help Kentuckians
fulfill their dream of better schools,
safe,- modern'roads, good jobs for all
who want to work and honest, com-
petent state government.
My opponent talks of a "big picture"
approach that has no room for, specific
commitments to the. people of Ken-
tucky. I suspect it is because he neither
knows nor cares about the everyday
concerns of Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Louie B. Nunn •
pinion Page
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Lube Martin, colored, shot Chief of Police Guthrie Diuguid
Saturday afternoon Dec. 9, 1916, on North Curd Street near the
residence of Dr. Rufe Grogan. Chief Diuguid died Sunday afternoon
at 5:30 o'clock. Martin fired three times. Only three persons wit-
nessed the tragedy—Sylvester and Andy' Martin, brothers of Lube,
and Earl Jordan, a visiting Negro from Memphis.
Martin and his brothers were alleged to have attacked Chief
Diuguid and when the chief resisted, Martin fired his gun. What
passed between the parties is not known, according to the Murray
Ledger's report, but it was said that Martin had previously made
threats upon the life of Diuguid concerning personal matters. Mar-
tin fled, but when he boarded a passenger train two days later in
Henry, Tenn., he was arrested by the train conductor and turned
over to officials in Humboldt, Tenn., where he was in turn handed
over to Sheriff Will Patterson and Deputy' Felix Bailey. Hundreds
of Calloway citizens, meanwhile, had assembled in the manhunt.
Officers taking Martin in charge took him to Hopkinsville for safe
keeping.
The 50 year old chief was biiried in the Murray Cemetery with
hundreds of fellow citizens attending.
1917
The turmoil generated by the death virtually forced the pre-
siding circuit court Judge Bush to liastily schedule a special term
for Jan. 8, 1917.
At the special term Monday, Jan. 8, Martin was indicted for
murder, both the defense and prosecution asked for continuance
with Judge C. H. Bush concurring with the trial set for Feb. 19.
Judge Bush ordered Martin be returned to Hopkinsville for safe-
keeping in the meantime. Information that 'Martin was being sent
back to Hopkinsville apparently infuriated several hundred people
after the judge's precautionary measure became known Wednesday'
morning. At that time a crowd of 400 to 500 (Judge Bush later
estimated the figure to be approximately 1,000), wilded protested
the safety measure ordered by the jurist. The aggregation, appar-
ently bent on taking the law in their own hands, became enraged,
crowded about the jurist, many hurling personal threats, ev n at
him. Momentarily, the excitement boiled over with some ye
threats to hang the judge. The elderly man was pale and trembling.
No doubt, some members of the throng had lost all sense of justice
and reason, jeering the judge, pushing around him as he made his
way to the New Murray Hotel where he was staying during the
term of court. As a bystander at the time, I recall the judge was
being pushed around the sidewalk, and this reporter can afgerir
the fact justice was hanging in a precarious balance at noon on
Wednesday. But the judge did not yield to threats despite his obvi-
ous nervousness. The judge lated described "this demonstration
was a shame and disgrace to this community and is lamented by
all thinking people."
To Be Continued
Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 E. Dayton St., Wert
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
he printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I find it
very difficult to remain in a room or
building that is extremely hot or ex-
tremely cold. Although we feel that the
new emergency building temperatuee
restrictions are necessary, we still wish
to avoid these uncomfortable en-
vironments as often as possible. I have
heard several versions of which types
of buildings must follow the regulations
and which ones are not required to
follow them. Can you tell us definitely
Looking Back
what the requirements are? — K.B.
The 'Emergency Building Tem-
perature Restrictions regulations,
effective since July 16, 1979, place
temporary restrictions on tem-
peratures for heating, cooling and
domestic hot water in commercial,
industrial, governmental and other
non-residential buildings.
The regulations generally require
that thermostats be set no lower than 78
degrees for cooling, no higher than 65
degrees for heating and no higher than
105 degrees for domestic hot water.
These temperatures . refer to
Fahrenheit settings. Provisions are
made, however, for maintenance of
room temperatures at these limits as
an alternative to thermostat settings.
The regulations also require room
temperature set-backs during periods
when the building is unoccupied.
Certain types of buildings and por-
10 Years Ago
About 800 students from colleges
throughout Kentucky will convene at
die First Baptist Church, Murray,
tonight for the opening session of the
Kentucky Baptist Student Union con-
vention.
Deaths reported include Donna Sue
McCuiston, 9, and Rudy Smith, 78.
Mrs. Wilson Inman of Hardin and
Miss Maud Woodall of Dexter were
presented special membership pins and
certificatesof recognition in ap-
preciation of their active participation
and faithful attendance in the WSCS by
20 Years Ago  
The Airport Finance Committee has
reported that city and county residents
had raised a total of $34,690.44 for the
construction of an airport for the city
and county. Other money will be
coming in for the airport to make about
$40,000 which will be matched with
$440,000 by the state and with $80,000 by
the federal government, according to
Audrey Simmons, fund raising
chairman. Construction of the airport
on the Penny Road is expected to start
July 1, 1960.
Mrs. Ben Trevathan has been elected
bookmobile librarian to serve all the
30 Years
The annual Kentucky Singing Con-
vention will be held Oct. 22 and 23 at the
Murray State College auditorium,
according to group president, Homer
Day of Madisonville. The meeting last
year was in Louisville.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Gussie
Gardner, 62.
Dr. John P. Bell, psychiatrist at the
Louisville Mental Hygiene Clinic and
Bible Thought
"Grace and peace he multiplied
unto you through the knowledge of
God, and of lesus our Lord." II Peter
1:2
Spiritual ble,sing‘ I nc rva,,k• in direr t
Proportion to our knowledge and un-
derstanding of ,pi!itual things How
often do you turn to God and His
Word in a desire to grow?
/0011
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the Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Richardson on Oct. 14,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boaz
on Oct. 14.
Mrs. Martha Carter and Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy attended the Kentucky
convention of the UDC held Oct. 9-10 at
Owensboro.
"Mackenna's Gold" starring
Gregory Peck and Omar Sherif is
showing at the Capri Theatre.
schools in Calloway County by the
Library Board of Directors.
Pictured today is the student body of
Stone School in 1907. Mrs. Lottie Hicks
was the teacher and the picture belongs
to Houston Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lassiter an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Jane Ann, to Jackie Edward
Thorn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Thorn.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp spoke on
"Business Ethics" at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
consultant to the Kentucky Department
of Health's Division of Mental Health,
will speak at the meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club on Oct. 20, according to
Mrs. E. C. Parker, president.
The 53rd annual convention of the
Kentucky Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will be
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House and the National Hotel on Oct. 18,
19, and 20. Featured on the program
will be soloists, Marjorie Thomas and
Wanda Farmer.
Faye Edwards and Kathleen Gibbs
will play the roles of Abby and Martha
Brewster in the production of "Arsenic
and Old Lace" on Nov. 3, 4, and 5 at
Murray State College, aceording to
Prof. John C. Berssenbrugge of the
Drama Department.
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tions of certain buildings are excluded
from the temperature restrictions.
Exemptions also are available under
certain specified conditions.
Due to the limited space in our
column, it would be impossible to list
the exclusions and exemptions in detail,
but generally speaking, the buildings
which are excluded are residential
buildings, hotels and other lodging
facilities. (Motel and hotel rooms are
excluded, but shops, restaurants,
meeting rooms, lobbies and offices that
have separate temperature controls
must be in compliance with the
regulations.)
Also excluded are hospitals and other
health-care facilities, elementary
schools, nursery schools and day-care ,
centers.
For further information, you can call
(800) 424-8122 between 9:04, a.m. and
5:30 p.m. Eastern time, Monday
through Friday. (Alaska and Hawaii
dial (800) 424-9088.)
HEARTLINE: I am 48 years old and
was recently retired on disability from
the company where I worked for the
past 18 years. Since I was found
disabled by the company, would I also
be eligible for Social Security
disability? — J.C.
You are eligible to apply for Social
Security disability benefits. However,
the fact that you meet your company's
disability requirements does not
necessarily mean that you will be found
disabled for Social Security. The Social
Security disability law and the rules
your company use may be different.
Regardless of the differences, you
should apply for Social Security
disability benefits. The report of any
examination you underwent in
establishing disability for your com-
pany's retirement will be considered in
determining whether you are eligible
under the Social Security program.
For persons needing information on
Social Security benefits we offer
Heartline's Guide to Social Security. It
is available by sending $2.00 to Hear-
tline's Guide to Social Security, P.O.
Box 11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 17, the
290th day of 1979. There are 75 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, British forces
under General John Burgoyne
surrendered to American forces in
Saratoga, N.Y., a turning point in the
Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1855, Henry Bessemer, an English
engineer and manufacturer, patented
his steel-making process.
In 1933, Albert Einstein, a refugee
from Nazi Germany, arrived in
America.
In 1945, Juan Peron staged a coup in
Argentina and became dictator.
In 1968, it was announced that
Jacqueline Kennedy would marry
Greek shipping tycoon Aristotle
Onassis.
In 1973, Maynard Jackson was
elected mayor of Atlanta, becoming the
first black mayor of a major Southern
city.
In 1977, West German commandos
stormed a hijacked Lufthansa airliner
in Somalia and freed all 86 hostages
unharmed.
Ten years ago: Arthur Burns was
appointed head of the Federal Reserve
Board by President Nixon.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford went before a House Judiciary
Subcommittee and said that, in his
pardon of Richard Nixon, "there was no
deal, period."
One year ago: Pope John Paul II,
taking the reign § of the Vatican,
promised a "min of love."
Today's birth.irs: Actress Jean
Arthur is 71. Playwright Arthur Miller
is 64. Stuntmap Evel Knievel is 41.
Thought for today: What mighty
contests rise from trivial things! —
Alexander Pope (1688-1744).
to.
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Project Apollo Expandina To
Include Basecamp In Virginia
PROJECT APOLLO STAFF — Members of the Project Apollo staff for 1979-80 are
(from left, standing): Bill Holt, director; Gladys Askey, instructor Chris Chapman,
Virginia Program coordinator; Larry Wood, assistant director and Paul Dark and Larry
Thorson, both instructors; and (seated) Charletter Ellis, secretary-, Jan Tripodi, instructor'Nancy Jones, administrative assistant; and Gloria lipani, instructor. Peject Apollo, an
outdoor adventure program for Upward Bound students administered jointly by
Murray State University and the Tennessee Valley Authority, will be expanded to in-
clude a satellite basecamp in the Shenandoah Valley area of Northern Virginia.
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Project Apollo, an outdoor
adventure program for
Upward Bound students ad-
ministered jointly. by Murray
State University and the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
will be expanded to include a
satellite basecamp in the




Education will allow 500 acf•
ditional Upward Bound
students from the Eastern
Seaboard and New England
states to be served. It .becoilies
effective immediately and is
expected to be in operation by
March, 1980.
Apollo presently serves 500
students annually from its
basecamp in the Land Bet-
ween The Lakes c 1.131.4.
Bill Holt, assistant professor
of recreation and physical
education and director of
Project Apollo, said the Office
of Education had asked that a
replica of Apollo be created
closer. to the more populous
East Coast.
"Our LBL basecamp will
continue to operate as is and
will serve students from the
Solithern and western states,"
he added. "We hope to enlarge
the network to include a
basecamp in California by
1981."
Project Apollo has func-
tioned as a national demon-
stration in outdoor curriculum
development and has served
almost 2,500 Upward Bound
students from 42 states since
its inception in 1973.
The program utilizes the
stresstchallenge methodology
and philosophy 'of the in-
ternationally-known --Outward
Bound schools. Programs are
designed to stimulate personal
growth through safe ad-
venture.
Each course, conducted in
the semi-wilderness terrain of
the LBI, includes instruction
in and utilization of skills
basic to wilderness ex-
peditioning — backpacking,
camping, canoeing, orien-
terring, rock climbing, rap-
pelling, and caving, as well as
Safety, first aid, and ecology.
Beginning with simpJe
group problem-solvifig
initiatives, each crew is
purposely exposed to a series
of progressively more.difficult
tasks to build self-confidence
and a more positive self-
image.
Although simulated, the
adventure becomes real and is
extremely attractive to young
adults. Throughout - the
course, and especially; during
a debriefing session on the
final day, attention is focused
-on. the educational im-
plications of a wilderness
experience. Students often
return to the classroom with a
reassessment . of their
capabilities.
Holt, Larry Wood, assistant'
director of Apollo, and Chris
Chapman, newly appointed
program coordinator of the
Virginia Project, recently
spent a week in the Shenan-
doah Mountains.
Through their negotiations,
it was determined that Lord
Fairfax Community College in
Middletown, Va., located
about 60 miles west of
Washington, D.C., will serve
as a host for the eastern
basecamp. Access was
cleared by the National Forest
Service to the Shenandoah and
George Washington National
-- Forests—for use by Apollo.
Numerous trails, campsites,
rock faces, and white water
streams were checked for
program activities.
Holt said the 'Shenandoah
project will be administered
from Murray State and will be
a replica of the 1.BI. program.
"It means a lot of r•xtra
._...work...on..our part, but we are
extremely enthusiastic about
the expansion,". he noted.
'This new operation will
alleviate loss of tura. and
travel expense for sending
schools from the 1-a stern
metropolitan areas by nutting
the program about 700 tildes
closer to them." .
Project Apollo is ad-
ministered through the
Department of Recreatioriand
Physical Education in the
College of Huniap De•velop-
ment and Learning at Murray
State.
Making use of vAste wood isthe first step in looking towood as an energy source,experts say. Wood now makes
up about 2 percent of thenation's fuel supply, 4nd
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Mike Wasielewski, assistant manager of Storey's
Food Giant presents Madie Thompson with a $100
check she won playing Cash King.
Baked Ham
Steak Sandwich 
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Two years ago, all .Lm Nix thought
one needed to run cross country was a
pair of sneakers and someplace to
sneak. It's now 730 days later, and Nix
is a wiser man.
"I've learned things about this sport
that I never dreamed it could in-
volve," says the coach of the
Calloway County boys in the sport.
"The endless ways you can injure
yourself, the strategies, all those
things make it a complex sport."
And a time-consuming one to coach,
especially if you also serve as boys
assistant basketball coach and in-
volve yourself through the summer in
the youth baseball program.
"To be truthful, the. only reason I
began coaching cros:s country two
years ago was to get the boys in shape
for basketball," Nix says. "That was
until I found out you have to be in
shape to start with if you want to run
cross country."
Since the sport, like golf, tennis and
baseball, is a non-revenue one, a
coach can spend as much time driving
buses to and from meets and rounding
up equipment as he does actually
coaching. -
"It's going to take us some time to
become a cross-country school,
because it's basically a new idea to a
lot of people," says Nix. "Now we
have the backing of the school, but we
still need more of the community."
Sue Outland coaches the Calloway
girls team, and she even began a year
earlier than Nix. "We sent four girls
to the state tournament our first year,
and four last year," she says. "We
hope to send that many again this
fall."
Both the Calloway boys and girls
are still far from fielding powerhouse
squads, but at least, says Nix, "the
school board is paying for their shoes
now."
As first the girls, then the boys, ran
against St. Mary and Trigg County
yesterday at the Murray Country
Calloway runners ( in light jerseys ) kept pace during yesterday's high school cross country meet at
the Murray Country Club.
Club, it was apparent that the sport
isn't the hottest in town. At most, 50
people watched, and they all figured
to be parents or friends of the'
athletes.
"It's definitely a participant sport,
a.nd that's how we like it," says Nix.
"It's nice to coach a, sport where there
_isn't any pressure to win. Sure, we
want to do well, but we can have a lot
of fun in the Process."
Difficulties arise when making out
the schedule; since schools with cross
country teams are still far from ram-
pant. "We had to schedule Trigg
County and Hopkinsville several
times this year, because we ran out of
people to call," said Outland.
As the runners neared the finish line
of the 5,000-meter course (the girls
run a 3,000-meter event), the yells of
encouragement from coaches and
fellow team members were sparse but
spirited.
The finishes found Trigg County the
winner of both meets, while Callow.ay
finished second in the girls race and
third in the boys event among the
three teams.
-What's important to us is that
everyone realizes that cross country
is truly a sport," says Outland. "Only
people that really enjoy running can
truly appreciate
Staff photos by Tony Wilson
After finishing sixth yesterday, Calloway County High's Melissa
Miller recovered from running the 3,000-meter distance;...........
No MVP Thoughts




sburgh's little Phil Garner
carries the hottest bat and
flashiest glove into the
seventh game of the World
Series tonight, but he en-
tertains no visions of driving
home in a flashy new sports
car.
"I never think about it. It's
the farthest thing from my
mind," insisted the sure-
handed Pirate second
baseman, son of a Tennessee
* 1i-reacher, when reminded that
he is the leading candidate for
the Most Valuable Player
award.
"I'd be willing to go hitless
and make 14 errors if we could
only win theSeries."
Garner rapped out his 10th
and 11th hits to boost his series
batting average to .524 and
figured in his ninth double
play, a record, in the Pirates'
4-0 victory Tuesday over the
Baltimore Orioles, tying the
Series at 3-3.
He was the most modest
man in the locker room as the
Pirates savored their
comeback from what ap-
peared to be hopeless odds
after falling behind in games
1-3.
"One wan can't take any
credit for double plays," he
said when told that he had
erased a mark set by Bucky
Harris in the seven-game
Washington Senators-New
York Giants series in 1924.
"The pitcher has to make
the batter hit the ball on the
ground. It has to bounce just
right and then you have to
count on two other guys — the
shortsop for a relay and the
first baseman to handle what
may be a 'hurried and inac-
curate throw.
"I can't tell you how many
times Bill Bill Madlock,
Pirate third baseman) has
kept me from getting my legs
sawed off by the spike-flying
runner."
By Pirate standards,
Garner is just a wisp of a man
— 5 feet, 10 inches tall and 177
pounds — with a wispy
mustache and a molasses
drawl he picked up in his
native East Tennessee hill
country.
Now 30 years old, he broke
in with Charlie 0. Finley's
wild, feuding Oakland A's in
1973, the midle year of their
three world championships,
and remained there until he
came to the Pirates in March
1977 in a six-for-three deal.
The only similarity in the
champion A's and the current
Pirates lies in the fierce
fighting spirit of the two
teams. The A's thrived on
discord. The Pirates prevail
on togetherness and mutual
respect.
"We're a free-swinging
team," Garner said. "We are
aggressive even when we play
cards and backgammon. But
the bond among all of us is
very' strong."
Garner came to the defense
of his Baltimore counterpart,
Rich Dauer, who misplayed
Dave Parker's infield scor-
cher in the seventh inning,
Ring He's After
opening the door "tie
Pirates' first run and 4,ttri,g
up the second.
"I looked at the spot I
took the field," he sa::1 lt
looked, like it took on,.
bounced off to the rigt:t
The sparkling Intl..H.T
expressed the highest 7 ,
for the Orioles afti t
about to gloat.
-They're a toui",11
he said. -The '
awesome. But thiqr s
throw strikes, their Litt,-
and their runners 1-,,!
are patient. They
themselves. The% a
typical Earl Weaver t, -•
Garner, a three-i,- !• .!.
terman in high school at
Knoxville, Tenn., and a
business major at the
University of Tennessee, is a
4reat kidder, joining big Dave
Parker in the Mutt-and-Jeff
act that keeps the Pittsburgh
kicker room loose.
Yet he reveals himself as a
serious, introspective man.
can't 'forget that bad
error in the first game when I
threw the ball away," he said,
referring to a two-run error on
a sure double play chance.
"At times this club has
seemed ready to pack it up
and go home, yet it puts its
nose in the dirt and goes out
and does the job. It never
quits."
Simms Has His Own Fans Now
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — There
was never any doubt in Giants Coach
Ray Perkins mind that Phil Simms was
his man — but the same could not be
said for the long-suffering fans of the
team.
When National Football League
Commissioner Pete Rozeile announced
"Phil Simms, quarterback, Morehead
State," was the Giants first round draft
pick last May, the protests by Giants
followers was long and loud.
Perkins said wait, be patient, when
you see the kid play you'll know why we
picked him. Then the kid didn't play in
the first four games of the seasgn.
He was Phil Who? on May 3 and on
Sept. 30, he was still, Phil Who? The
came an impressive relief stint against
New Orleans, a ball control victory
over Tampa Bay and the 300-yard,_ 2-
touchdown explosion Sunday against
San Francisco.
Phil Who? is the real thing.
Now, after Simms guided the Giants
to their only two victories in his first
two NFL starts, Perkins is being called
clever and a great judge of talent
rather than other names that weren't
quite as complimentary.
"At least we don't have to put up with
hearing how bad his first pick was,"
said Simrns, who has silenced the
skeptics. "I don't have tqbhear what a
flop I am. I don't worry fibout it and I
don't think the coach does either."
Perkins did more than his share of
homework before making Simms the
seventh pick in the draft. He made
personal visits to the campuses to work
out Thompson, Steve Fuller and Jeff
Rutledge in addition to Simms.
"I spent a day with Phil Simms and
learned all I needed to know that he'd
be a fine NFL quarterback. I felt very
strongly that he was the one I'd like to
have," Perkins said. "He had too many
things going for him. He'd- never been
hurt, he had the size, the arm and the
intelligence."
Simms has become the Giants first-
year coach's personal project. Perkins
is also the Giants offensive coordinator
and spends most of his time with the
quarterbacks. The study sessions
sometimes shift from Giants Stadium
by day to Perkins' spacious house by
night Perkins is all business with his
Prue rookie.
"He's just pushed me," Simms said.
"We really don't have any personal
talks, he just keeps stressing things to
toe."
Perkins took some heat for not
Playing the kid right away. Giants fans
couldn't understand what Perkins was
Waiting for. He wanted Simms to show
Fun in practice he could handle game-
type situations and he was waitiig for
,the offensive line to get healthy.
Finally, in the sixth week of the
sewn, Simms became the starter.
Somebody asked Perkins if Simms
was the best blond quarterback in New
York, a reference to the Jets' Richard
Todd.
"Yeah," Perkins said with pfenty of




By RALPH BERNSTEIN -
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE — John
Candelaria stood in the Pit-
tsburgh Pirates' dressing
room after practice Monday
and held aloft a crumpled
ticket for the seventh game of
the World Series.
"After tomorrow night this
will be worth a lot of money,"
shouted Candelaria. who
usually hasn't too much to
say.
Candelaria went out
Tuesday night and put his arm
where his mouth was and
made that last-chance ticket
worth the asking price. He
combined with reliever Kent
Tekulve for their fourth
tandem shutout of the season.
The National League
champion Pirates scored four
late-inning runs and beat the
American League champion
Baltimore Orioles 4-0 to tie the
Series at 3-3.
Pittsburgh now is within one
game of becoming the fourth
team in history to come back
to win baseball's showpiece
from a 3-1 deficit in a best-of-
seven World Series.
Jim Bibby, the, starter in
Game 4 Who was not involved
in the Pittsburgh loss, has the
assignment for tonight's
seventh game. He'll be op-
posed by Baltimore's Scott
McGregor, the winner of
Game 3.
The 25-year-old Candelaria
Went six pain-wracked in-
nings, gave up just six hits and
no runs. Tekulve followed,
allowing only one hit in three




(Tuesday )," said Pittsburgh
Manager Chuck Tanner.
Tanner explained that his
star left-hander went out
despite an aching side.
'Candelaria has been bothered
with a rib cage injury for more
than a month.
."He's a money pitcher, one
of the best in the game,"
gushed Tanner, who has to be
living with mixed emotions.
He needs one victory to gain
his first Series triumph.
And win or lose, when it's
over, he has to go home to New
Castle, Pa., and attend the
funeral of his mother, Anne,
70, who died Sunday morning.
Tanner had a pitcher
*warming up from the first
pitch.
"We were concerned about
his side all the way," Tanner
explained. "If there was any
indication he wasnl . throwing
right, I was going to go out and
get him. I know itpurt him."
Candelaria, who 'struck out
two and walked none, ad-
mitted that it hurt when he
pitched.
"It hurt then and it hurts
now," said the pitcher after he
emerk\ctiticed from the shower.
The irates' pitcher said
that he ed without a pain
shot. He also said there was
nothing wrong with his
shoulder.
"It's my side and back," he
explained.
Why dit he start to leave the
field after warming up in the
sixth.
"I saw Chuck coming out
and thought he was coming to
get me," Candelaria said.
The winning runs came in
the seventh inning when, with
one out. Omar Moreno
singled. Moreno reached
second on an infield hit by Tim
Foli and scored on Dave
Parker's single.
Foli, who reached third on
Parker's hit, then raced home
on Willie Stargell's sacrifice
fly. That's all the Pirates
needed to hang the loss on
Baltimore's Jim Palmer, who
went eight innings and gave
up all four Pittsburgh runs.
The Pirates wrapped it up
with two more in the eighth.
Ed Ott singled with one out
and irrepressible Phil Garner
followed with a ground rule
double, the ball bouncing over
the left field fence, sending Ott
to third.
Bill Robinson delivered one
run with a sacrifice fly and
Omar Moreno's third hit of the
night scored another.
Tekulve, meanwhile, came
on in the seventh and faced
just 10 batters in the final
three innings. Pinch-hitter
Billy Smith singled with two
out in the seventh for the only
hit off the reliever.
Tekulve, who was banged
around in the fourth game,
fanned pinch-hitter John
Lowen§tein to end the seventh,
one of the pitcher's four
strikeouts.
See PIRATES, page 9-A
Step Toward Goal Taken
As Murray State Cracks
Division I-AA Rankings
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Then Sports Eater
His goals number three, and
Mike Gottfried has shared
them many times — a winning
season, the championship of
the Ohio Valley Conference
and the gaining of national
attention.
The first of them can
becowe reality if Murray
State and Gottfried, the Racer
coach, defeat Indiana Central
Saturday in Indianapolis,
since that which would up
their record to 6-1-1 with three
games left to play.
The second is hardly
decided, even though Murray
stands atop the OVC heap with
a 3-0 mark. Games with
league opponents Eastern
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
and Austin Peay are still to
come.
But the last, the gaining of
national attention, well,
Gottfried feels a step was
made in that direction after
learning that his team had
Cracked the top 10 of the
Division I-AA rankings of-
ficially released today.
Murray stands tied for 10th
with Grambling, a long-time
Division II powerhouse, and it
marks the first time a Racer
football team has received a
top-10 ranking.
- "It really feels good.
because it's something we've
worked for since we started,"
Gottfried said. "It's very
important to this team, and
it's something that fans and
alumni can point to and ad-
mire."
Statistically, Murray's best
play has come in the last four
games. In piling up a four-
game winning streak, the
Itacers have allowed only a
single touchdown in the 16
quarters played while scoring
14 of their own.
Gottfried, though, gals the
ranking is important only if
his team recognizes that it can
be a fleeting achievement.
Especially after noticing that
Eastern Kentucky, Murray's
Oct. 27 homecoming opponent,
Ls No. 3.
Won't that make it easy for
the Racers to overlook
NCAA Division I-AA Poll
School Record Pts.
1. Florida AMA  5-0-0 45
2. Jackson St.  6-0-0 42
3. Eastern Ky.  5-1-0 39
4. Massachusetts  4-1-0 36
5. Boston Univ  4-1-0 33
6. Nor. Arizona  5-1-0 30
7. Sou-Baton Rouge  5-1-0 27
8. Bucknell  3-1-1 24
8. Lafayette  3-1-1 24
10. Murray State  5-1-1 18
10. Grambluig  4-2-0 18
Indiana Central' "I don't
think so," says Gottfried.
"The players haven't yet
experienced long-lasting
success, and we still view
every game as a challenge."
The offense that led the OVC
last season has shown its stuff
at times, but its inconsistency
at other times has been
buoyed by a rock-like defense,
which easily tops the con-
ference by allowing only 194
yards a game.
."I was worried a6out a lack
of leadership on defense
before the season began, but
this group has displayed an
unusual amount of poise and
confidence," says Gottfried.
"There have been a lot of
young kids who have come
right in and did the job."
And Gottfried points to
another commonality among
his defense players — speed.
"Everyone out there can run,
and we have to do that to be
successful with our defense,"
he says. "They've played
recklessly and achieved what
they want so far."
As if the battle for tailback
wasn't already a dogfight
between Danny Johnson and
Lindsey Hudspeth, along
comes third-stringer Nick
Nance to gain 144 yards
against Middle Tennessee and.
earn OVC offensive player of
the weekhonors.
"Danny is going to have to
earn that spot back," Gott-
fried said of the 6-1, 205-pound
Johnson, whose knee injury
has forced him to miss two
straight games.
"We plan to use him some
against Indiana Central and
hope he will be full strength by








4-6, 6-2, 7-5 in the first round of
the Australian Indoor Tennis
Championship.
In other matches, John
Newcombe of Australia beat
countryman Ross Case 6-3, 6-
1; Tom Gorman defeated
Australia's Chris Kachel 7-5,
3-6, 6-3; Phil Dent topped Paul
Kronk 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 and Geoff
Masters of Australia downed
countryman Brad Drewett 6-3,
3-6,6-1.
BASEL, Switzerland —
Fritz Buehning upset South
African Ray Moore 6-7, 6-1, 6-4
in the opening round of the
975,000 Swiss Indoor Tennis
Championships.
In other action, sixth-seeded
Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
eliminated Switzerland's
Markus Guentiprdt 6-2. 64
while another Czech, eighth-
seeded Tomas Smid, ousted
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Staff photo by Tony Wilson
A Murray Middle.School defender (left) brought down a Mayfield runner during last night's junior-high f
ootball game. The
Tigers lost 20-14 in overtime.
Pirates Force Tonight's
Decisive Seventh Game
Continued from page 8-A
The Pirates appear to have
put their defensive act back
together, playing errorless
ball. Second baseman Garner
and third baseman Bill
Madlock made fine plays.
Garner was in the middle of
one double play, increasing
his World Series total to nine
and breaking the record Of
eight by Washington's Bucky
Harris in 1924.
Garner also has 11 hits for 21
at bats in the six games for a
.524 average, _highest in the
Series, with five RBI. Garner,
however, would niake no
prediction. on tonight's
seventh game. -
"It's a totally different
situation," said Garner. "We
go up against the left-hander,
Scott, - McGregor-Ulm-- -.not--
going to predict an all-out win
tomorrow t Wednesday."
Now that the Pirates are
even, has the outlook
changed? • -
"I don't think it's changed at
all:z said Garner...We had a
job to do. Now we have to win
one more or it's all for
naught."
The Orjs.iles have scored just
one run in the last 19 innings
and Manager Earl Weaver
said he couldn't put his finger
on why.
Bibby said that he takes
prpcsure_sq._1414.1 by _gping
over the hitters.
"I reminisee • in my mind
what guys can hit and the way
I want to. pitch the.m, and then
I fall asleep:: Bibby said.
McGregor said he would
pitch thecame as he did in any
other game.
"I'm going .to try-and give
up as little runs as possible,"
he said:
Cartwright, New York Polish
Off Malone, Rockets 126-121
By the Alsociated Press
Before playing the New
York Knicks, Houston's Moses
Malone was warned by his
coach, Del Harris: "You'll be
seeing a lot of Bill Cartwright
for a long time."
He saw all he wanted to see
of him Tuesday night.
NBA ROUNDUP
New York's gifted rookie
center took on last year's Most
Valuable Player in the
National - Basketball
Association as if he had been
playing Malone all his life. •
Cartwright scored 31 points
while holding Malone to 17.
And the result was a 126-121
victory for the Knicks.
"Tonight I learned how to
play Moses Malone," said
Cartwright. "Idecideci to keep
Moses away from the., boards
and keep him from getting
inside the. basket area.
Basically, I think I succeeded.
He was taking shots he didn't
want to take. If I had to play
against Malone tomorrow, I'd
play him the same way I
played him tonight."
In other NBA action, Golden
State defeated Denver 108-106,
Indiana stopped New Jersey
113-100, Cleveland whipped
Detroit 137-117, San Antonio
edged Atlanta 118-116,
Phoenix turned back Seattle
102-86, Portland trimmed ,San
Diego 88-81 and Los Angeles
beat Chicago 105-96.
Warriors 108, Nuggets 106 -
John Lucas and JoJo White
ignited Golden State's fast
break in the third period,
tOggering the Warriors past
Denver. The two Golden State
guards, who combined for 39
points, led the Warriors to a
29-point third period that
wiped out a 60-54 halftime
advantage for Denver.
Pacers 113, Nets 100 -
Indiana's Johnny Davis
scored 26 points, including 12
in the third quarter when the
Pacers built a 21-point lead
and coasted past New Jersey.
Cavaliers 137, Pistons 117 -
Randy Smith scored 23 points
as Cleveland routed Detroit
for Coach Stan Albeck's first
victory in three outings. The
Cavaliers took a 46-26 lead
lead into the second period
and collected a club record 79
points in the first half.
Spurs 118, Hawks 116 -
George Geivin, the defending
NBA scoring champion,
.collected 30 points, including
the game-winning basket with
four seconds left, to lead San
Antonio over Atlanta.
Blazers 88, Clippers 81 -
T.R. Dunn pumped in 18 points
and harassed San Diego's
high-scoring guards all night
to lead Portland over the
Clippers. The victory was the
third in as many games for the
Blazers, who grabbed the lead
for good at 38-36 on Dunn's 18-
footer with 4:57 left in the first
half.
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Phoenix 3 0 1
Portland 3 0 1
Las Angeles 2 0 1
Golden State i 2
San Diego 1 2
Seattle 0 2
Inerday'r Gainer
San Antonio 118, Atlanta 116
New York 126, Houston 121
Cleveland 137, Detroit 117
Indiana 113, New Jersey 100
Golden State 108, Denver 106
Phoenix 102, Seattle M
Ins Angeles 106, Chicago 96
Portland eit, San Diego SI
Wedneraly'r Gamer
Cleveland at Ikaton
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Atlanta et Washington
Denver at Milwaukee
Golden State at Kansas City
Indiana at Houston



















at Murray Country Club
Girls
Trigg Ce. IS, Calloway 00,80. Mary 57
Calloway finishers 13,000 meters i -
Melissa Miller, ilth, 12:30; Stephanie
Wuest, ath, 12:23; Vicki Houghton, 9th,
12 25. Gina Walker, 13th, 12:54; Denise
Rutherford, 14th, 13:02.
Boys
- -Trigg Co. 2$, St. Mary 30, Calloway 71
Calloway finishers (5,000 meters
Craig Robertson, 100. 1049. Fred Vin-
cent, 150,10 26; Marty Wyatt. 16th,





OAKLAND A'S- Named Len
Monheimer general manager of their




Beauchamp manager of their In-




NEW YORK GIANTS-Placed Joe
Pisarcik, quarterback, and Ernie Jones,
safety, on the injured reserve list.
Clayborn Appeals $2,000
Fine For Media Troubles
2
2 BOSTON - New England Patriots cornerback Raymond
3%
Clayborn and the National Football League Players Association
have appealed a $2,000 fine imposed by Commissioner Pete
Rozelle for the player's trouble with the news media, including
punching a sports writer.
Rozelle levied the fine Oct. 2, stemming from a locker room
scuffle between Clayborn and Will McDonough of The Boston
Globe after a Sept. 9 game in Foxboro, Mass., and a verbal en-
counter the week before with Associated Press sports writer
Bruce Lowitt.
A spokesman for Rozelle said the appeal was filed by the
NFLPA last week. it will be heard by Rexene, and if the NFLPA
is unhanpy with the result, it can take the case to a neutral ar-
bitrator.
Murray Middle Loses In Overtime




Calloway County scored an
upset, while Murray Middle
just missed in junior-high foot-
ball action yesterday. At Lone
Oak, the Lakers dumped the
Purple Flash 20-14. At Ty
Holland Stadium, the Tigers
fell 20-14 to Mayfield in over-
time.
Calloway 20, Lose Oak 14 -
Randall Duncan scored on a
five-yard run and Frankie
Rios chipped in the extra point
to give the takers a 7-0 lead.
But a Lone Oak defender
recovered a Calloway fumble
and returned it 80 yards for a
--/Olielidown for an 8-7 halftime
advantage.
Lone Oak used the entire the
third quarter and a minute of
the fourth to drive to
Calloway's two-yard line,
where it scored to go Up 14-7.
Quarterback Brad Skinner
and Duncan hooked up for a
55-yard scoring play to pull the
Lakers within 14-13, and Dun-
can put his team ahead for
good by returning a punt 45
yards for a touchdown with
1:52 left. Rios' extra-point
boot provided the final
margin.
With the triumph, Calloway
handed Lone Oak its first
defeat in two years, dropping
the Flash to 5-1 and ending its
season with the same record.
"We came back well against
a very good team," said
Calloway coach Bill Miller.
"It was biggest group
physically we've played."
In the 'seventh-grade game,
Lone Oak defeated Calloway,
20-6. The Lakers' only score
came on Rodney Tibbets
three-yard run. Jimmy Bar-
row recovered two fumbles for
the Lakers.
Mayfield 20, Murray 14 -
Thanks to a pair of halfback
touchdown passes by Mark
Boggess, the Tigers surprised
Mayfield, 7-1, by taking a 14-0
halftime lead.
Boggess hit Mike Mon-
tgomery from 15 yards, then
ran in the two-point conver-
sion for an 8-0 first-quarter
lead. In the second quarter,
Boggess found Andy Parks on
a similiar play for a 45-yard
scoring pass.
Mayfield came back in the,
second half, scoring twice on
runs in the.tounth quarter to
force the sudden-death extra
period. Murray failed to score
on its four tries from the 10-
yard line, and Mayfield ended
things by scoring around left
end on its first play.
Murray, now 1-3, completes




SHAWNEE MISSION, Kan. - The University of San Fran-
cisco basketball program has been placed on a one-year proba-
tion for several violations comnunitted between 1972 and 1976,
the NCAA said.
The probation is the result of a 36-month investigation into the
Dons' program under former Coach Bob Gaillard. The proba-
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SALE ENDS OCTOBER 22,1979
WORTHALL
HUMIDIFIER
GE 11PAGE 11-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER& TIMES, Wedges(lay, October 17, 1271
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(0Si (OUR COUPON
loword the purchase of
= h 8 c: pa Serve & Save
—Jr 77.
loch of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sole
in each Kroger store. except as specifically noted in this od. If we do run •
out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable
item when availoble reflecting the some savings or a roincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the odvertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days
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toward the purchase of
--. ea. pkg. of Fres-Shore
FISH-N-CHIPS II Lc, 1
LUNCHMEATS ii FISH-N-BATTER PORTIONS -S
OR ..••
.. .. (1O OUNCE ..•w:th this coupon ... ..... ... .:..„ .. with this coupc.- ...Expires Oct 23rd 
......... w•..
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4 U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
_ gl Holly Farms Mixed Parts of
`Y FRYING
CHICKEN






























)111 Washington State Extra Fancy .
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Serve & Save Wieners 17,1t




















1 PCS. CNICRIN, 401. UAW, 4 moo LOGS7 DINNER ROLLS INA DINNER PAR Of GOMM
FRIED $159
CHICKEN ONLY 
HOT CARRY OUT WITH A MK! Of inuSI MEAT, 2 VEGITAIILIS, & 01101111 ROLL
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Cinnamon Twists ,00i si 19PEG
2 140GZS $ 1 19
KROGER 1000. WHEAT OR
2 $1 0MULTIGRAIN
BREAD LOAVES16 OZ.
KROGER TWIN, BUTTERMILK, FLAKE, COMBO




0.4 Joan of Arc Pinto,








$ 1 39 Chunk Mozzarella pb9
KROGER
Country Style Rolls










KROGER SLICED OR CHUNK MILD
994 Longhorn Cheddar












with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of Luuv ,.
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in t he mix
GREEN
rlitNE TS
CORN I 0 OZ. 6 scPKG.












English Muffins 2 1201.$1 00PKGS.
CHICKEN, REEF TURKEY, CHILI, MACARONI & ClIEESE
Kroger Pot Pies 3 01 $ 1 00PIGS.
KROGER








Good Old Days Cobblers PIG








































































































Lite Line Cheese 12p:i s 1 7 3
PINEAPPil GRAPEFRUIT

























find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
Plus, each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
































































































1401New Potatoes CAN 45'
is 1/2 02Prima Salsa BEL 75'
TEXAS STYLI
'
12 02Kroger Biscuits  ▪ 39 
EVERFRESN FROZEN 100!
Cinnamon Buns  79'
SARA LIE nrozpi PECAN
Coffee Cake "%pg $ 79




























Funeral sery ices tor Ernest
Joe Hopper of Murray Route 4
are being held today at 2 p.m.
at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church. where he was a
member, with the Rev. Joe
Bagwell officiating and
Jimmy Key directing the
church choir for the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jimmy, Dale, and Calvin
Spann. Dillard Hicks. Paul A.
Lassiter. and Danny Paschall.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Hopper, 67„ died
Monday at 12 noon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. May Spann HOpper,





The funeral for Kress
Parker of Murray Route 6 is
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. James F. Fortner of-
ficiating and Juanita Lee and
Bobbie Burkeen in charge of
the music.
Active pallbearers serving
are Joe Dyer,Lestel Elkins,
Prentice Holland, Buel
Morgan, Bob Peskuski, and
Jerry Hicks. Honorary
pallbearers are Troy Vance,
Terrell Roberts. Lowell
Walker, Richard McKenzie.
Luther Geurin, and Ralph
Duncan. Burial will follow in
the Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Parker, 70, died Mon-
day at 1:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. ..
HePis survived by his wife,
Mrs. Loraine Evans Parker;
one son. Heron Parker,





Be By East PTC At
Purchase Gun Club
The annual Turkey Shoot of
the East Calloway Elemen-
tary School Parent-Teacher
Club will be held Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 20 and 21, at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club,
located about six miles nor-
thwest of Murray on Highway
121 North near Coldwater.
Hours of the shoot will be
from 10 -a.m. to 'dark on
Saturday, and from 1 to 6 p.m.
on Sunday. The cost will be $1
per round. A concession will
be open and two country hams
will be given away.
All proceeds will go to the
PTC for special projects for
the school, according to a
spokesman for the group.
The East PTC will meet
Thursday, Oct. 18, at 7 p.m. in
the school cafeteria for the
regular meeting and to




The Rev. Paul Warren of the
Holiness Church near Nash-
ville, Tenn., will conduct a
gospel meeting at the Far-
mington Community Building
from Friday to Sunday.
Services will be held at 7
p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and at 11 a.m. on Sunday,
according to a spokesman who
invites the public to attend.
WONDER OF-LIFE — Guests at a Murray High School home ec class recently in-
cluded Mrs. Jane Fitch, former teacher at Murray High, her daughter, Nancy Orr and
granddaughter, Angie, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David Fitch. Their presentation was
part of a unit "The Wonder of Life." Mrs. Orr, a graduate of Murray High, is a registered
nurse at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital In photo are Mrs. Orr and Angie.
The News In Brief 
NATIONAL
GUANTANAMO BAY, Cuba
AP ) — Three -Navy warships
carried Marines to a practice
landing today on the beaches
of the only U.S. military base
on communist soil. A Soviet
surveillance ship stood off-




by the Murray Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will be held
Saturday, Oct. 20. from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Murray-
__ Ca lloway_Count v.Pa rk
This is a fund raising even,
and the money raised will go
toward a future_ service
project.'
Any persons who would
sponsor ordonate to the group
may contact the Rev. Glenn




A Youth Gospel Singing
featuring The Tucker Girls of
Unity Church and The Kings
Sons of New Mt. Carmel
Church will be held Saturday,
Oct. 20, " at 7 p.m. at the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located on
Highway 641 between Dexter
and Hardin.
The nursery will be open
and refreshments will be
served, according to the
church pastor, the Rev. Eulas
Greer, who invites the public
to attend.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oc-
tober 17, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 364 Est. 750 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 higher Sows steady
US 1-2360-230 lbs. .124.25-34.50 few 34.75
US 2 200-240 lbs. $34.00-34.25
US 2-3340-250 1bs. 133.00-34.00
US 2.4360.260 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-350 Its. 126.00-27.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 225.00-26.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. $26.00-28.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. $28.00-29.50
US 2-3300-500 lbs. *24.00-25.00
Boars over 300 lbs. 23.00.24.00
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to The Mur-
ray Ledger & . Times by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray. are as
follows:
Industrial Average -2.00
Air Products 30 unc
American Motors I +4
Ashland 37% +L.
American Thlephone 527. unc
Bonanza 341B 32.0A
. Chrysler 7% unc
Ford Motor 39..Z
G.A.F. . 10% -4- La
General Care  14 -L4
General Dynamics 42% -%
General Motors 59% -4




I. B.M. 64% unc
Jerico 17%B IllhA
K Mart 242. unc
Pennwalt 31% WIC









four door, beige, tan vinyl top, tan cloth interior,
power steering and brakes, air, power seats,
split seats, power $iindows,power door locks, tilt
wheel, cruise control, AM-FM stereo tape, ap-
proximately 43,000 miles, extra nice. $4875.00
Keep That Great GM Feeling i
aewaiki. WOTAN mon. onnuopi With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
moTko. mem ._I_.. Nam mem anfewis
•
the area were called to duty.
The dawn show-the-flag
exercise was hastily arranged
by the Carter administration
as a flexing of military muscle
in response to the presence in
Cuba of a Soviet brigade.
about 500 miles west of
Guantanamo.
About 2,200 Marines were
involved_ to .the exercise. . a
practice reinforcement by
helicopters- and amphibious
vehicles at Guantanamo gay,
on the eastern tip of Cuba 500
miles from Havana. .
The organizers of today's
Campaign For Lower Energy
Prices are trying to. turn anger
into action, urging Americans
Li) let the oil industry and the
government know they are fed
up with rising costs.
The agenda for the day
included- the -usual rallies,
-demonstrations, marches and
teach-ins.
- The sponsors included the
Gray Panthers, Consumers
Opposed to Inflation in
Necessities, the Episcopal
Urban Bishop's Conference,
the Americans for Democratic
Action and a variety of unions.
INTERNATIONAL
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador AP) — Troops and




colonels' promise to free
political prisoners,
redistribute the wealth and
give Central America's'
smallest and most densely
populated -country moderate
deniocracy.
PEKING (AP) — Fu
Yuehua, a 34-year-old woman
who organized a demon-
stration by poverty-stricken
peasants campaigning for
work and food, went on trial
today...9n charge that she
falsely 'accused a minor party
official of rape and that she
instigated public distur-
bances.
BONN. West:Germany r AP-)
— While the Soviet Union
warns Weste.rn Europe
against US. nuclear missiles
on their territory; the East
Germans are quietly offering
the olive branch to West
Germany in .a major
diplomatic initiative
The Communist govern-
ment in East Berlin has of-
fered to negotiate a range of
State Energy Officials
Say Void Left In Oil
Market Will Be Filled
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
State energy officials say any
voids left in the market will be
filled although several home
heating-oil suppliers and
distributors have quit
operating in Kentucky this
.year.
"We have no doubts that it is





A Skating Benefit Party for
the fund drive for the Ken-
tucky Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation will be held
Saturday, Oct. 20, from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at the Roller
Skating Rink, Murray,
sponsored by the Southwest 4-
H Club.
The cost will be $1.50 per
person and the. public is in-
vited and urged to attend to
help the club in their special
civic project. The club is
renting the rink for these
hours and has set this special
price for skating for the
benefit event.
Joyce Tidwell is leader for
the Southwest Club.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky, — USDA —
Cattle 1600; slaughter steers and heifers
not hilly tailed, CPWI i 002 03 lower;
bung. calves and vealers steady; feeders
1.10-2.00 lower;
Slaughter steers choice 103151150 lb
63 7544.00:
Slaughter heifers choice 11115 lb 6400;
standard and good 82540 lb 54.0047 00;
Slaughter cows commercial 4000-4600.
utility 44.00-50 00, cutter 44.00-50.50;
canner and cutter under MO lb 30.00-44 00;
Slaughter bulls 14 1100-1525 lb 54 00-
63 25;
Slaughter calves and raiders choice 200-
315 lb 60004000, choice 300-400 lb calves
6'7 0040.00. feeder steers 300-7116 lb 0.00-
99 15, 300-400 lb SO 0040.00; 400400 lb 77.00-
411:40, mixed medium and large frame No
i 360.100 lb 75 004040, 600.730 lb 70 00-
40 00; 350400 lb 6100-72.00; 600475 lb 56 00.
112 00; heifers 300-500 lb 17 00-74 50. 500450
lb 63 50-72 50. 350400 lb 55 0047 00, 675425
lb 53.00.5650.
Hogs MOO; feeder pigs 1300; barrows and
gilts 1 00-1 50 Ali/her; 1-2 210-240 lb 311.75-
37 00, 200-255 lb 36.15-36.75; sows 50 lower;
1-2 350.400 lb V 75-21.00. 400-450 lb 211.00.
010; 500-700 lb 31.50-32.75; boars over 3/11
lb 20.0040.25,
Sheep 25; steady; slaughter lambs
choice and prime 100 lb 110.00; footers
choice and fancy 16 lb 50 00
Harrison, deputy secretary of
the state Energy Department,
said Tuesday.
Harrison quoted from a
survey that shows.asidany as
5,000 families of the estimated
90,000 who use heating oil in
the state -have lost their
suppliers.
Oil companies -are going to
consolidate the market- in
which they have significantly
large shares of the customers,
Gregory T. Guess, direkor of
the agency's division of
energy distribution, said.
The firms are leaving he
markets in which they have
relatively few users. Guess
added, allowing greater
economy in distribution_
At a time of some shortage
in fuel supplies, consolidations
become even more important
to the oil companies, Guess
said.
Triangle Refineries Inc., a
subsidiary-- of Kerr-McGee
Inc.. has left the kerosene.
market, the state Energy
Departent noted. Shell (hi Co.
and Murphy Oil Co. are among
those in the process of leaving
the home heating oil business
in Kentucky.
The department said-a+-.. 
tobe most affected by the loss
of heating oil distributors
include: Graves County. the
Elizabethtown area. the
Cynthiana area and several
locations in east_ Kentucky
where home heating oil and
diesel fuel for operating
mining equipment are in
rather short supply.
Joe Wheeler, senior lob-
berrepresentative for s),. I oil.
in Kentucky, said his firm
closed its storage facilitws for
heating oil in Louisvill(• last
year.
"In withdrawing from the
market we're not !paving
anyone hanging," N'heeler
said. He explained that
company jobbers in the
Louisville area Conti a eted
with the Marathon -Oil Co.
about b year ago and
distributors in the Paducah
area went to Ashland.
Other customers of Shell in
the state are getting supplies
through Dayton, Ohio, or from
Tennessee or other
distribution points, Wheeler
> z ). • ' ANIL L'o
(Continued From Page One)
0,521.29. Most of the decrease was in
concession receipts, while revenue
generated from the pool remained
about the same as in 1978 Hohman
attributed the drop to the unseasonably
cool summer weather and the lack of
tournaments held in the park.
In other business, the board approved
the low bid of Allstar Fence and Supply
Co. of Paris, Tenn., for the fencing of
four ballfields in the old city park. The
bid was for $17,291. Other bidders were
Circle A Fencing, $17,467.34 and
$18,477.25, and Montgomery Ward,
$19,000.
The approval of the low bid of
0,179.80 of Hunter-Knepshield Co. of
Louisville for three picnic shelters for
the old park was postponed pending
further review of the product. Other
bids received included two from
Clayton Co., $5,184 and $7,908, and one'
from Miracle Recreation Co. for
issues with Bonn," including




Charges that Chicago school
officials have discriminated - •
against minority students for
40 years appear headed for
one of the biggest court battles
mrerdese0-egation ever -
Unless the Chicago Board of
Education changes its policy
today, the secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare,
Patricia Roberts Harris, is
expected to send the case to
the Justice Department with
the recommendation of a
lawsuit..
$12,861.95.
Hohman informed the board that the
third section of the old Louisville &
Nashville Railroad depot had been set
on concrete piers and was ready for
renovation work to begin. The facility
will house a parks office, headquarters
for the Community Theatre, an indoor
area for theatre productions, and a
large open area for theatre and public
use.
Board members decided to ask
Margaret Porter, president of the
Community Theatre, and Richard
Valentine, director, to attend the next
parks board meeting to discuss why the
stage the group has constructed near
the old courthouse in the park has not
been moved After its last meeting, the
board notified the theatre group to
remove the stage because It was a
hazard to children playing in the park.
The board also voted to send a letter
to Mayor Henley requesting that a
member of the parks board be ap-
pointed to the Murray Recreation,
Tourism and Convention Commission.
E. L Howe Jr. was elected as
chairman of the board and will fake
office in November. Other officers will
be Bettye Baker, vice chairman,
Carolyn Adams, secretary, and Dick
George, treasurer.
Ambulances., Continued From Page One)
in a special meeting Sept. 28.
However, Henley said he felt the
county was not providing adequate
funds. He explained that he felt since a
portion of county taxes come from city
residents, about $52,000 of the $75,000 in
presently proposed city-county sub-
sidies would come from taxes ( both city
and county) paid by residents of the ci-
ty.
Henley added the city has offered
$30,000, that is, in his opinion, "twice
the cost of running a service for
themselves."
Several officials also have speculated
that an alternate possibility is a
referendum on the November ballot'
calling for an ambulance service tax.
Henley claims said that Miller, in past
discussiens, refused to put such a
referendum on the November ballot.
Henley added recently Miller has
.said he (Miller) is willing to put it on the
ballot. However, it currently is too late
for such a referendum to appear on the
November-ballet. •
killer has been out of town this week
and was not available for comment.
Another point concerning a hospital
service that officials have considered is
duties of the ambulance staff when runs
are not made.
Jerry Gorrell, a current ambulance
service paramedic, addressed the
hospital board at its August meeting.
Gorrell said he felt additional duties
,should not be vital to the hospital. He
added that if staff members had to per-
form regular hospital functions, either
the hospital or the ambulance service
could be hindered.
Local funeral homes provided city
and county ambulance service locally
form many years. However, on April -
11, 1973, the funeral homes turned down
a request to continue the service after a
July, 1, 1973, deadline.
On June 14 of that same year, Miller
and then-Mayor Holmes Ellis signed a
two-year contract with the Paducah
firm that has been continued, with in--
creases in the subsidy figure, since that
time.




















































































































Customers Soon To Be




will soon be able to obtain no-
interest loans for wood-
burning heaters, under a joint
program of the electric
system and TVA.
Hickman-Fulton is one of 18 _
power distributors across the
Tennessee Valley 'region
expected to participate in the
project. The system serves
some 3,500 customers in 3
counties in western part of the
state.
TVA's financing program
for wood heaters got un-
derway earlier this year for
customers of the North
Georgia Electric Membership
Cooperative. Over 177 wood
heaters have been installed
there. The TVA Board of
Directors recently expanded
the program, ' basing par-
ticipation on availability of
wood in the area, represen-
tation of each Valley state and
recognition of economic needs
in local areas, and con-
sideration of air quality.
Obtaining a free home
energy survey is the first step
in the wood heater program.
The home attic must also be
outfitted with a minimum of
R-19 insulation. The wood
heater advisor will inspect the
customer's house for
placement of the device; each
participating customer is then
given a list of well-designed
wood . heaters which TVA
accepts as being safe and
efficient. After the wood
heater is in place, the wood
heater advisor will reinspect
the installation work.
The consinner can receive a
no-interest loan, up to WO, for
buying and installing the
heater. The loan also covers
the cost of a stovepipe,
chimney, fire extinguisher,
and a smoke and heat alarm.
Repayment is made on the
monthly electric bill and
consumers can take up to five
years to repay the loan.
Harold Myers, president of
the electric system, said he
expects to start • making the
loans sometime next month.
The wood heiter project is
one of TVA's many efforts to
ecnourage the use of con-
servation measures and
alternate energy sources. The
aim is to conserve energy
resources, help hold down
consumers'. electric bills, and
gain long-range savings on
power costs by slowing the
growth in power demand. This
could help reduce or defer
some of the costly investments-
required for future power
plants. The use of wood
heaters can also reduce the
amount of power TVA must
supply during peak hours of
the day.
Persons living in the area
served by Hickman-Fulton
Electric Cooperative who are
interested in signing up for the
program may call (502)236-
2521 in Hickman, Kentucky.
All customers. of the utility
who use electricity for heating
are eligible.
For general information
about wood heaters, con-
sumers may call TVA's
Citizen Action Lines. The toll-
free number for residents of
Kentucky is 1-800-251-9242.
441108,
DISCOVERING PINEAPPLES — Discovering pineapples has gi, r[ 10 be a recent ad-
venture of the Robertson kindergarten children of Ann Chrisnian and Mary Johnson.
The children discussed the raising of pineapples in Hawaii, the texture of the fruit and,
most important, the tasting of the pineapple. Pictured clockwise are Elizabeth Thur-
man, Kelsey Christopher, Mikki Almand, Jennifer Behling, Mandon Welch, Cory Vance,
Mary Woolridge, Hastings Housden and Sammy Fuson.
..,.1 :CM•41Crg°1411-t4Rassnlia181840:418-::/,:tffastir1481,34




tuckians pay an estimated 675
million a year in medical costs
to treat the disease. Nearly
200,000 persons in Kentucky
are afflicted with it. Yet, few
persons not touched by it
regard the disease with much
concern, in the view of one
'health professional.
The disease is diabetes.
Ask a diabetic about it,
suggests Dr. . Carlos Her-
nandez of the Department for
Human Resources.
A diabetic could tell you.he
is much more likely to suffer
from heart disease, blindness,
even gangrene than the
average person. A diabetic
can tell you that although
insulin can control the
disease, it's not a cure. There
is no cure. A diabetic may
have to take insulin shots
regularly, must follow a diet
precisely and must see a
physician often.
Hernandez- is chairman -of
the diabetes commission
*
established by the 1976
General Assembly to examine
the extent of the disease in
Kentucky and to look into
ways of helping diabetics.
For the past year and a half,
the nine-member panel has
been surveying health
facilities and government
agencies as it determines the
scope of the problem in
Kentucky and assesses the
quality of care-for diabetics.
While national estimates
have shown Kentucky's
diabetic population to be
approximately 110,000,
commission findings reveal
the total number approaches
200,000.
Hernandez said the com-
mission, composed of health
professionals throughout the
state, soon will prepare a final
report on its two-year effort.
The commission will call for
more education for health
professionals and for diabetics
themselves.
For the most part, Her-
nandez said, general prac-
titioners are the "front-line
troops" in management of
diabetes. He said the corn-
mission has found that some
family 'physicians need more
training on the special needs
of the diabetic patient.
Also needed are treatment
clinics, especially to serve the
state's rural areas, which
often lack basic medical care,
he said.
Beyond diet and insulin,
diabetics rarely receive any
The Annual Pick-Up of Bagged Leaves in the City of Murray by the
Street Department will commence Oct. 15, according to Ray
Clark, superintendent. Home owners are requested to
place the leaves in heavy-duty plastic bags, securely tied
and placed at the curb side. Weight should be limited so
that one person can load them into the trucks. Only leaves,
no garbage can be picked up.
This free service is on a call-in basis and calls will be
responded to as quickly as possible. Please call 1153-3790
between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
The city also has a leave vacuum machine for persons with a
large amounts of leaves. There is a charge of $15.00 per
trip. Leaves should be raked to the curb or behind the ditch
line. Do not rake leaves into ditches as wet leaves cannot be
vacuumed. This is also on a call-in basis and the street
department can be reached at 753-3790.
instruction concerning what
they must do to control the
disease, Hernandez said. For
that reason, the commission
recopmends a push for
patient education centered in
local health departments.
Hernandez said the Human
Resources Department
already is making plans to
shift its primary emphasis
from screening to patient
education through local health
departments. Human
Resources will offer financial
and technical assistance so
health departments can offer
expanded services to
diabetics.
Probe Of Payments To
Carroll Children To Begin
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A special federal grand jury is
going to investigate alleged.
payments to Gov. Julian
Carroll's children by an
Illinois firm, according to a
Louisville newspaper.
The grand jury has been
investigating possible
irregularities in the operation
of state government.
The Courier-Journal, in a
copyright story appearing in
today's . editions, said the
payments to Carroll's children
have been made by an Illinois
firm headed by Lexington
businessman W.B. 'Bill"
Terry.
The newspaper said it had
been told that Terry has been
interviewed by federal agents
about the payments and "has
been, or is due to be, sub-
poenaed to appear before the
special grand jury in
Lexington."
Terry is president of Terry
'Properties Inc. of Springfield,
Ill., records in the Illinois
secretary of state's office
show. Terry Properties
operates a number of Long
John Silver's Seafood Shop-
pes, primarily .in southern
Illinois, according to the
published report.
Terry said last May the
payments were made under a
leasing arrangement and that
Kenneth and Iva Patrice
Carroll, the governor's
children, own a restaurant'
property in Illinois and lease it
to his firm.
The published report said
federal agents have also been
trying to get in touch with the
Carroll children, but it was not
known if Terry and the Carroll
children would appear before
the grand jury this week.
the
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Suggestions Given To Help
Prevent Residential Fires
Many couples work the
majority of their life to own
their home; a safe and secure-
place where they can live and
raise a family. But fire
prevention officials say homes
all too often are turned into
scenes of tragedy and death.
Four out of five deaths by
fire occurred at home last
year according to the National
Safety. Council. An estimated
6,300 Americans died in fires
in 1978, and an estimated
5,100, or 81 percent, of these
deaths occurred in homes.
Highest death rate by fire is
among persons 65 years of age
and older. The death rate
among children under five
years of age is the second
highest.
In Kentaeky, 123 deaths
occurred due to fire, ac-
cording to the state fire
marshal's office.
The Institute offers families
the following suggestions, any
one of which may help save
lives or property.
— Have a family escape
plan outside the house. Many
parents have died in fires as a
result of rushing back into the
burning house after a missing
child. The child, in the
meantime, may have been,
safely outdoors on the other
side of the house.
— Have the windows of
bedrooms or nurseries
marked with a window sticker
indicating that the room is
occupied by those people
requiring assistance more
than -others. Many cities offer
these window stickers or
decals, however some cities
limit the usage to stickers for
windows of a room of a han-
dicapped person.
— Nearly half of all
residential fires begin as a
result of cooking accidents.
Grease should always be
cleaned from the range.
Curtains should not be near
enough toithe range to blow
into or near the flame. Dish
-cloths, potholders and other
flammable materials should
not be placed carelessly near
a flame.
— Defective electrical
wiring and appliances account
for 36 percent of residential
fires. Installing or extending
home wiring is not a do-it-
yourself job. Call in a qualified
electrician.
— Leave a door or window
slightly open when using a
portable gas or oil heather.
This allows the oxygen it uses
to be replaced. Do not leave
the heater burning during the
night.
— Properly installed smoke
detectors gives a family early
warning in the event of a fire.
— Maintain a properly
certified fire extinguisher in
the kitchen.
— Have an experienced
serviceman, over your
central heating system
now. ..don't wait for cold
weather. He should also in-
spect and clean flue pipes and
chimneys.
— Do not clean clothing with
benzine or gasoline. It's better
to spend a little money at the
local cleaner thau risk losing
your home in a fire.
— Never use kerosene or
other flammable liquids to
start a fire in a furnace,
fireplace or a wood burning
stove.
— Do not use your
basement, closets and attic as
a storage spot for newspapers,
old furniture and other trash
-Which may easily catchlire. .
Traveling Art Exhibit
To Tour Kentucky And
Nine Federation States
FRANKFORT, -Ky. —
"Mbunaster" — a unique
jraveling art exhibit — will
begin touring Kentucky and
the nine member states of the
Southern Arts .Federation in
March 1980. The exhibit will
be on tour through September
1981.
The Kentucky Arts Com-
mission, with support from the
Southern Arts Federation, the
National Endowment for the
Arts and the Louisville School
of Art, is sponsoring this
exhibition of mixed media on
paper.
Any resident of the member




or South Carolina, Tennessee
and Virginia, may enter work
to be considered for the
exhibit.
Entries must use at least
two different media on paper.
The jury's decisions are final
as to whether or not work
meets this criterion. All work
submitted for final judging
must have been created after
January 1977.
Initial judging will be from
slides. Exhibition jurors will
be Floyd Coleman of the
Department of Art and Design
at Southern Illinois Univer-
sity, Darryl Curran of the
School of Arts at California
State University at Fullerton,
and Lowry Sims, associate
curator of 20th Century Art at
the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
Deadline for submission of
slides to be cbnsidered for
exhibition is Nov. 15. A
maximum of five 35mm slides
may be submitted from one
artist. Each slide must include
the artist's name, address,
media, size and "top and
front" designations.
Exhibition organizers ask that
slides not be submitted in a
plastic slide page. Any slides
submitted not meeting these
requirements will be retur-
ned.
Artists selected by the jury
may submit up to two works
for the final review. Slides and
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-SftSe's Misterlf-Rekrinctigel eXn. 4lighwcy. Mairkers,
FRANKFORT, K. — Some
of Kentucky's most colorful
history is recorded on highti
way markers that are
prepared by the Kentucky.
Historical Society.. The
historical markers program,
first included in the society's
budget in 1964, now consists of
more than 1,350 markers.
Of this total 271 are related
to the Civil War, according to
Dianne Wells. chairman of the
markers program. Thirty-five
markers concern Daniel
Boone, and a large number
identify. Indian raids and
Revolutionary War in-
formation. Markers. also
identify early forts, stations
and settlements, iron fur-
nances. salt works, tanneries
and Kentucky Derby. winning
horses and jockeys.
Many markers honor
Kentuckians who have made
varied contributions to
history, such as "Aunt Julia"
Marcum. She was the only
woman, as a fighter, to
receive a U.S. pension by a
special act of Congress in 1884.
Her home in Tennessee served
as a depot for Southerners
going north to the Union
Arm.. While defending her
home against maruaders.
Marcum lost an eye and was
badly wounded.
She later moved to Whitley
County, Ky. A military funeral
was held there when she died
in 1935 at the age of 91. The
marker is located on US 25W
An the Williamsburg cour-
tyard.
Captain D's




Good At Murray Only
Offer Good Mon -.Thurs. Good Thru Nov. 16. 1979'
$318
The burial site Princess
Cornblossom is identified by
Marker No. 1075 near Stearns
on US 27 in McCreary County.
According to legend, the
daughter of Chief Doublehead
accompanied her father at the
signing of the Treaty. of
Sycamore Shoals in 1775. The
treaty transferred the
Cherokee land between the
Ohio and Cumberland rivers
to the Transylvania Company.
Princess Cornblossom, who
-killed a renegade while tryiK
to protect her tribe's secret
mine, was married to Bii2.
Jake, a white trader.
Also recorded on these
"capsules of history" are the
origins of county and city
names, such as Paducah, the
only major Kentucky. city with
an Indian name-lt-was named
in honor of the legendary Chief
Paduke by General William
Clark when he platted the
town in 1827. The marker is





and sites, such as the Scott
County Courthouse. It was
chosen by Judge J.E. Cantrill
for trials of the 20 persons
accused of,being involved with
the assassination of Gov.
William Goebel in 1900.
'Although the murder occurred
in Frankfort, the hearings
were held in Georgetown to
ensure fair trials for those
indicted. This marker is
located in the Georgetown
courthouse yard.
. Fifteen, of the 17 covered
bridges in the state have
historical markers. Two
privately owned bridges_ do
not.
The society is funded to
erect 35 new markers each
year and provide maintenance
on those already standing.
Individuals and organizations
also fund markers. The Armco
Corporation, a steel company
in Ashland, has • funded 26
markers in Boyd, Carter and
Greenup counties. Because of
private donations, McCracken
has more markers than any
Other county, 71. Fayette
County has 63 markers.
Suggestions for markers are
carefully researched and
submitted to county marker
chairmen. They make
• recommendations and send
the ideas to the society. Wells
and her assistants researcl
and forward the applications
to a 12-member editink
committee selected by
General William Mister.
director of the Kentucky
Historical Society.
The markers are cast in
aluminum and sent to the
proper county 'Where state
fransportation Department
personnel meet the markers
at the approved site.
In 1969 the society published
-*Guide to Kentucky Historical
Highway Markers" which is
available to society members
for $1.50 and to non-members
for $2. In 1973 a supplement to
the original guide was
published, and it is available
to members for $2 and to non-
members for $2.25. These
publications contain the exact
location of and wording on all
the markers in the state.
You •can help preser.ve
Kentucky's heritage by
reporting any damagy or
needed repairs to markers.
Reports should be made by
contacting Dianne Wells,
Kentucky Historical Society,
Box H, Frankfort, Ky. 40602,
or by calling t502) 564-3016.
Teachers Seeking To Bring
Art In May Apply For Grants
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Grants are available to
Kentucky teachers seeking to
integrate art into - their
classrooms or to broaden and
enrich the arts program of
their schools, according to
Nancy Carpenter of the
Kentucky Arts Commission.
The grants will be given to
teachers proposing projects
which will use the residencies
of professional artists to
creatively involve students
and teachers in the arts.
Open to all teachers, or
groups of teachers, presently
In Kentucky elementary of
secondary schools, the grant
awards will range from $100 te
$1,000. Priority will be given t(
teachers who have no
previously participated. Al:
funds must be used to pay
fees, supplies and expenses of
the artists in residence
Funding will be awarded or.
different levels based on the
par-ticipation of the teacher or




have the potential for teacher
follow-through and shook
center on one or more areas
architecture and en-
vironmental arts, creative.
writing, dance, drama, folk
arts, film and video.
photography, visual arts ani -
crafts. Projects may involve
more than one artist. -
Single performance projeit,
will not be considered
However, a one-time - per-
• MURRAY
SHOPPING SPREE
Receive Over $200.00 worth
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formance may be considered
as a portion of the project.
leacher in-service
worksbops may be a part of
the proposal or may be the
sole focus . of a proposal.
Projects which involve direct
teacher participation in the
arts process will be given
-priority consideration. •
The deadline for subatting
grants proposals is Nov. 1. All
proposals will be evaluated by
a panel of artists and
educators. Notification of the
panel's decision will be made
in time for projects to begin
after January 1980. All
projects should be completed
in the spring of 1980.
For additional information
or application forms, contact
Nancy Carpenter, Director
Arts and Education, Kentucky
Arts - Commission, 302
Wilkinson Street. Frankfort.
Ky. 40601 or telephone t 502 ).
564-3757.
Dr., Mrs. Ellwood Brown
Named John Y. Brown
Campaign Coordinators
Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown, Jr., of the Johnny
Robertson Road have been
appointed committee coor-
dinators in Calloway COunty-
fur the John Y. Brown, Jr.. for
Governor campaign for the
tall election Nov. 6.
Their appointments were
aittwutterd by Bill and Mary
-Beth Warren, county coor-
dunitOrs for the Brown for
Governor election effort, The
Browns •held • the sane
positions in the May pritttary
campaign.
Dr. Brown, a native of the
Wadesboro area of Calloway
County-, has been practicing
veterinary medicine locally
since 1968. He is a graduate of
the Auburn University School
of Veterinary- Medicine.
He is a former president of
the Murray Little League and
has been an active member of.
veterinary medical
associations at both the
. district and state levels. •
Both he and his wife, the
former Sharon Story of
Kirksey. attended Murray
State University.' -
Mrs. Brown has been active
in the Murray Woman's Club.
She has served as a co-
chairwoman of the Kentucky
State Charity League Horse
Show.
The Browns have three
children -- Terry, a senior.
and Tim, a freshman, at
Murray High School andGma,















The perfect Color Portrait
Package for the entire family
at a super K mart price, and
In o variety of poses and
backgrounds. No additional
charge for groups. Poses our
selection. Satisfaction always
or deposit cheerfully refunded.
These Days Only
Tues., Wed., Thurs. Fri. Sat.
16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Daily 10 a.m-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway
641 N., Murray
Sony, packages cannot be
mixed ot this special discount
[Ace.
DM YOU HEAR THE ONE ABOUT THE NEWSPAPER REPAIRMAN?
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You Wouldn't. Because The Murray Ledger & Times is
maintenance free. It doesn't require antennas. Picture
tubes. Push button controls. Or horizontal adjustments.
But while being uncomplicated The Murray Ledger &
Times is pretty darn sophisticated. It delivers more news,
weather and sports than any TV set on the market. And if
that's not enough you can read stock market reports, movie
reviews, editorials, fashion tips, cooking hints, health care
advice and just about any other subject that tickles your
fancy.
Your TV may have solid state. But we've got it beat. With
solid statement.
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Familiar Highway Sight Is
Reformatory Inmate Workers
FRANKFORT — A familiar
sight along Interstates 64
7) in Kentucky this summer
has been orange-clad Ken-
tucky State Reformatory
inmates picking up trash
along the roadway.
Inmates from the Eddyville
correctional institution have
been clearing brush on
western Kentucky state roads
this summer as well as
collecting litter.
The efforts of these inmates
from Kentucky's two state
penal institutions are the
result of a cooperative
program involving the state
Departments of Justice and
Transportation.




the program lets inmates
volunteer, for work assign-
ments on routine highway
maintenance jobs. Jobs such
as clearing roads Of trash
cannot normally be ac-
Amplished by Bureau of
Highways personnel due to
time and manpower shor-
tages.
- Four crews of 10 men each
have been on . the job since
May, according to Bland.
Each crew is under the
supervision of two armed
correctional officers and one
work supervisor.
Bland said work assign-
ments are made by Bureau of
Highways personnel, and
- inmates are supervised by
trained Bureau of Corrections
employees.
• According —to Bland, the
program has proven so suc-
cessful tha( soon the two
departments .will discuss
expansion of the inmates'
duties.
"No incidents have been
reported, and the men have
proven to be good workers,"
Bland said. "We have
received many requests from
inmates wishing to work on
the road crews." Increasing
the number of crews is
scheduled for the near future,
Bland added.
Guardrail painting and
preparing roads for the winter
are some of the additional
duties planned for the in-
mates, he said.
Also included in the extra
heavy repair work will be the
clearing of bridge drains.




He states that while the men
cannot work beyond a 50-mile
radius of their home in-
stitution, "they have fit very
well into our overall work
program."
E. C. Holcomb, a Depart-
ment of Transportation
maintenance engineer, said
that the LaGranfie inmates
have picked up trash on more
than 125 mile of Interstates 64
and 71 this summer.
Weather permitting, the
crews will continue working
throughout this winter, Bland.
said.
End Of October Brings
Falling Leaves, Chilly
Nights And Small Ghosts
FRANKFORT — The end of
October not only brings falling
leaves and chilly nights, but
also small ghosts and goblins
trekking from door-to-door in
the annual search for tricks or
treats.. While Halloween is a
candy heaven for youngsters,
it is often a cause for worry
among concerned parents.
According to Bennie Maffet,
state traffic safety coor-
dinator in the Department of
Transportation, the parents
should be worried. "With the
days getting shorter, it is most
likely dirk when the children
head out for. trick-or-treating
on Oct. 31. Children can be
hard to see especially if they
are wearing dark colitumes.
They have been known to dart
out into the street without first
checking for cars," Maffet
said.
Maffet offered the following
safety tips to parents to





" Do it yourself and saver
.7. , ,. !4) the life of your car
pet, Rent a Steamex It s as sob-
p4e to use as a vacuum Six power
lets loosen and lift out harmful
ground-in dirt INV cuts carpet life






Big John Store Boone Laundry
Hwy. 641 South 605 Main
Halloween:
— Parents should ac-
company the children or have
an older child supervise them.
Maffet also recommended
that children stay within the
neighborhood, fairly close to
home.
— Have children wear light-
colored costumes and, if at all ,
possible, sew reflective tape
or reflective material to the
costume.
— Don't let'Ctilidien wear a
Mask. "Mask's* are a real
problem. They make visibility
very poor for kids. But if they .
must wear them, select a
mask with eye openings that
are large enough for the child
to see out of properly," Maffet
said.
— Don't let children wear
long, drooping costumes.
:Kids can trip and possibly
fall in front of an oncoming
car," Maffet said.
Maffet also recommends
that children travel in groups
for their own protection as
well as carry a lighted
flashlight so they will be seen.
"Anything parents can do to
make their children more
easily seen will help," he said.
They should also caution -
their children to follow normal
safety rules — stay on
sidewalks, check for. cars
before crossing the street and
stay in lighted areas. If kids
don't get carried away by the
excitement of Halloween and
follow normal safety
procedures, it can be a safe
and happy time for kids and
parents alike," he said.
PIATESSHOW •
NILES, Ill. (AP) — "The
Originals," an exhibit of
original art which became




The show consists of "43








We've all heard people say, "Take care of number one
first." This statement clearly establishes number one as
ourselves. Yet we are taught from childhood to be selfless
and considerate of others.
Two popular books of recent years, "I'm OK, You're OK"
and "Your Erroneous Zones" support the idea that self
esteem and loving ourselves are prerequisites to all other
relationships and good mental health.
There is another book that takes yet another point of view.
The Holy Bible. It points out that we are not "Number One."
God is. And to love our neighbor as ourselves implies that we
must love ourselves as He loves us. Only then can we
adequately love another.
This is one opinion or interpretation of how Christianity can
help us understand life. At the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) you can tell us,how you feel about the Bible.
And guess what? We'll listen.
The First Christian Church "
North of the square on Fifth Street




- -7 LEATHER BROWN COLOR
1 PAIR
CORRECTOL $1






With the COLD & FLU season fast ap-
proaching, depend on a PHARMACY that offers
PROMPT, EFFICIENT, PERSONAL SER-
VICE. Trust your prescription needs to SAV-
RITE, where the DISCOUNT is on PRICE, not on
quality.
If you are 60 or over or if you will be 60 this







































MURINE EAR DROPS $ 1 96
WITH EAR WASHER 
WILL YOU BE READY
WHEN THE "WITCHING HOUR" ARRIVES?
DON'T WAIT! STOCK UP NOW ON
HALLOWEEN TREATS FROM OUR
















• You lose weight because you stick to a.
limited calorie diet. And the P.V.M. diet plan












6 Oz. PLUS 2 Oz. FREE
ji SEA BREEZE
7 SE4 






7534304 Bel Air 9-9 Mon.-Sat. Murray, Ky.
Center 1-6 Sunday
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FRANKFORT — It happens
every ear about this time.
Temperatures begin to
drop, leaves start to turn
different colors and brisk
winds annouuce the approach
of winter weather.
Along with the change of
season comes higher heating
bills.
The Kentucky Department
for Human Resources is
managing a $4.5 million




The program provides labor
and materials to weatherize
the homes of disadvantaged




windows and attic insulation. -
Weatheriz a't i on im-




may be weatherized providing
the landlord agrees not to
increase the rent for at least
one year.
Up to $1,000 per home can be
--spent on • materials and
program support costs in-
cluding tools, transportl.on
equipment and o -site
supervision, according to
Mark Caines, coordinator of
the project for the Human
Resources Department's
Bureau for SoCial Services
The U. S. Department - of
Energy, which provides
funaing for the project,
Kentucky to waive the
.7 regulation that, sets the
regional limit to $800 per
dWellitM., Kentucky is the
northern-most state - in the
southeastern states region.
Human' Resources is
authorized this calendar year






in Circuit Court" will be the
'topic of a law 'seminar for
West Kentucky attorneys at
,the Holiday Inn at Gilbert-
sville Friday and Saturday,
Oct. 19-20.
, The second of six legal
seminars scheduled in 1979-80.
the program will begin at 1
.p.m. Friday and conclude with
a morning session on Satur-
day, beginning at 9 a.m. The
series is jointly sponsored by
Murray State University and
the University of Louisville.
Marlin M. Volz, professor of
law at U of L, developed the
program format and will
.make the first presentation on
Friday. The cooperative law
seminar series is in its fourth
year.
Topics on the two-day
program include: jurisdic-
tional and venue problems.
divisibn of jurisdiction bet-
ween circuit and district
courts, .jurisdiction over
adversary proceedings, will
contests and actions to in-
terpret wills, fees of attorneys
and personal representatives,
actions for settlement of
estates, sales of realty of
infants and incompetents, and
incompetency adjudications.
A period will be set aside each
day for discussion and
questions.
The registration fee is $35,
which includes a handbook of
materials. Continuing legal
education credits are
available for attorneys who
attend the seminar.
• Participants may pre
register by calling the Office
of Conferences and Continuing
Education at Murray State at
762-2716. Anyone who cannot
pre-register may register at
the door prior to the first
session.
Participants must make





for the Blind plans to donate
40,000 taped "talking books"
and about 5,000 tape-playback
machines to blind people in
developing countries.
The more than 3,000
Canadian; American and
French titles are part of
CNIB's national lending
collections of talking books.
They are being phased out by







agencies manage the project
on local levels through the
state. Caines estimates that
5.000 Kentucky dwellings will
be improved by the end of
December.
The push to spend the
federal money, Caines said,
stems from President Carter's
emphasis on assisting low-
Son Is'. Asa
DISH LIQUID
Says II'. hie Sift
FABRIC SOFTENER
Use 13 s Corme14••
HOT COCOA MIX
income persons faced with
high utility bills due to on-
properly insulated homes.
Federal officials hope to
complete the majority of
weatherization work by the
end of December before
winter weather halts outside
house repairs.
While 25 agencies manage
the weatherization repairs on
the local levels, the Depart-
ment for Human Resource:
Bureau for Manpower Set-
vic .t. administers CETA fund-
from the 1.LS. Department u:
Labor to pay salaries (.!
weatherization worker
Funds for. materials, ad-
ministration and other ex-
penses are allocated to loci,:
agencies by the Humat.
Resources Department's
Bureau for Social Services.
Caines said each of the 25
local agencies has an outreach
staff in every 'Kentucky
county. Those staffs receive
recommendations on persons
potentially eligible for the
home weatherization benefits.
To qualify for weatherization,
persons must receive annual
income at or below 125 percent
of the federal proverty
guidelines. Special emphasis
is placed on persons 60 years
or older or handicapped.
Caines said 2,546 homes
were weatherized between
April and December last year,
and an additional 2,867 homes
were weatherized this year
between January and June.
This Ad Good Oct 17 Ara Oct 23 WE RESERVE TNE RICHT TO LAW
We 25'. UN," Dessisekas
BOWL FRESH
Save 26% Green Giant Save 14% Hyde Park Singles
HIBLETS CORN AMERICAN CHEESE
12 Oz. Can 3 For 11(1° 12 Oz. Pkg. 119
1 IS 03 hi 69'
Maxwell Hasse Vag
COFFEE




BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
DOI FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!! 




DI M 0 i 3 PIK.
Fresh glue Pinta"
CHICKEN DINNERS Esch 1" CHEESE SPREAD
ell Joh" II Low Slu Is Os
BAKED BEANS LB 89' HOT DOGS _ _ 389s
ameamriMixed & Baked Right Before four Eyes!
Aat Fresh From Th. Oven
1... 




ten 11 *Is hr"





Kentucky has been involved
in the federal project since its
inception by the former
Federal Energy Ad-
ministration in 1977, Caines
said. The state received its
initial grant of $603,000 for
home weatherization in April
1978. A second *rant of $1.5
million was awarded in
SAVE UP TO $6.05
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2 • We low 7 • 4r** mom.
IMMIX
October 1978.
Caines said the departincrit
received a third grant totalo.,
$4.5 million in September l,
mid-November, the depart-
ment will apply for an
ditional grant t..1
weatherization project, 1.,
said. If approved, that grair
money should arrive • .
January.
tose 12 II* hvb
CHOWN ROUS
Ism 14 s 1114
MARGARINE
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..Contrints Okayed For Maxey. Rats Operation.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Two
ontracts with Dames &
Moore Waste Management
kt ere approved by the Per-
,(inal Service Contract
Review Subcommittee
Tuesday to plan and manage
the operation of Maxey Flats
Fleining County ) Nuclear
Waste Disposal Site.
Nuclear waste from state
medical institutions is taken to
the site for disposal.
A $60,294 contract with
Dames & Moore was approved
which would allow completion
of a study on how much
radioactivity is seeping from
the Maxey Flats site by air
and water.
These contracts were
among 145 new contracts,
amendments, and 28 deferred
contracts reviewed by the
subcommittee. The contracts
will now be referred to the
Legislative Research Com-
mission.
The largest contract ap-
proved by the, subcommittee
was with Our Lady of Peace
Hospital in Louisville for
85,200,000 to accommodate
psychiatric patients who could
not be admitted to Central
State Hospital in Louisville
due to lack of space and
facility capabilities.




Consulting Engineers Inc. of
Pittsburgh, Pa. The program
%ill make sure that the ap-
proximately 800 small coal
ccinpanies which _mine less
tt,dn 100,000 tons of coal per
ear are meeting the
requirements of the federal
strip 'nine act. Eighty percent
of the $274.441 will be provided
b. federal funds, the
reniairting from the state.
A $243,261 contract between
the Natural Resources
Department and McCoy Si
McCoy Inc. of Madisonville
for water sampling services
was approved by the sub-
committee.
By analyzing random
samples of water from water
districts, the service 'has
caused major improvement in
compliance with state and
federal regulations, according




chairman Rep. Bob Jones D-
Crestwood the Department
for Human Resources claims
it can provide this service for
Natural Resources.
Sen. Ed Ford D-Cynthiana )
Net AT BIG JOHN'S
Wj i•h ,404. Trr"
BREAKFAST CHOPS a $169
Jai. Saps tosiss V S IDA auk.
BEEF POT ROAST $129











Jumbo Pak LB 389
task kW Med Sleeted
TURKEY BREAST 4 01 89c









e vms tim$1 00 APPLES
A Medium Sind Banana 3 oat 5 $139Contains Only S5 Calories to, gal US. Bag
OFF 1!-.
Save 56' -*1.1111"644,A) FARM FRE
Golden Ripe Aper-,N. Savo 30'
Rich In U.S. Fancy
Pohusiam
We have a inde variety at apples
Bushel. 3 lb . 5 lb and
lane select sizes are available
IN 6.050' OFF I
••• •• JOHNS
.r, 61 1 IGI IJ101H1
_INCEDik .- 
1. ilk CONI t 3. The Burger S. The Drink.,............... \ _ ,
-- i-of POPPS, ' Maier Mixer
4. The Opener 6. The Het Dog
2. Ile Frier Sha net
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO U1411
Big John Super Tender












2 LB tay $229
BEEF
BURGER
(5 Lb. Or Moro)
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CHICKEN FRIED STEAK a 15 9
hub *stet
CATFISH STEAKS sise.ta $149
Yorkshire Wholo:















Pi Jibs Swat Teed.. USDA Cloo4se
CHUCK STEAK is 149
*169
Big John Tokes Price In His 100°,
Guaranteed Quality Selected
FIELD FRESH PRODUCE
Sove 30' US No T Michigan Medludi
YELLOW ONIONS
5 lb. Bog 89°
Save 20' Tropicana Pure
ORANGE JUICE
Hall Gallon








Save 32' U 5 No 1
New Crop North Coroir,
YAMS 4 Lb,
Save 10' Salted In The Shell Beatrice
PEANUTS2COZBo9 
$1159
Save 30' Lunehbox Six
Western Grown 1st Of The Season D'anjou
PEARS
3 29lb 
That's right. A tree appi lan
gag
ce Vick up your special




collect $300 worth of our
special register tapes.
ft cou kl n't be easier. convenience, enter the ilafr and
Make yi,ur ,4iiiirctiun id the amounts on the chart
beautiful. (ammo, Robeeor 3 AN Noon ar you have collected
kitchen Appliance you i300: turn in the envelope anct
want FREE! . taper for the appliance you have
2. Ever) time you Ahop here, rave 4.1ectsd.
your sperm/ essh register tem, 4 Pick up a new en vei. lie for your
in imarn,r1.1....li'or 'our • • . next i• REF: APPLIANCE
ape-Saver
grol
made a motion that the sub-
committee write to the
•secretary of the Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection cabinet to work out




with the Kentucky Alcoholism
Council for alcohol awareness
programs and the AFL-CIO of
Kentucky for alcohol
programs to unionized plants
was deferred until the next
meeting. A , motion was ac-
cepted and approved by the
subcommittee to refer the
contracts to the Ethics
Committee with a
requirement that it meet
before this subcommittee's
November meeting.
The motion was a result of
an attorney general's opinion
in which he stated that
although he found no con-
stitutional or statutory con-
flict of interest between these
state affiliated agencies and
their potential as contractors,
the matters should be cleared
with the ethics board.
The subcommittees also
approved 11 Contracts which
were deferred from other
committees, approximately 48
non-routine contracts, all 68
routine contracts and 15
amendments to contracts
during its all-day meeting.
Twenty-three contract








Western Kentucky, went on
record in its November, 1978,
board of directors meeting as
supporting a state park in
Lyon County.
According to Jim Suitor,
president of the eight-county
organization, "Our mem-
bership recognizes the fact
that with the completion of I-
24, scheduled for the end of
this year, the northeast corner
of the lakes area will be the
most accessible avenue for the
majority of tourists to and
through oci area, and we
welcome and encourage the
state's interest in the
development of Lyon County."
The board's executive
committee has gone on record
as unanimously welcoming
the state development in
whatever way the Department
of Parks and the Department
of Tourism deterthines best
satisfies the needs of Western
Kentucky as recommended by
the State Parks Expansion
Task Force, which was ap-
pointed by the Governor, and
is studying the feasibility of
state park development and





FORT GORDON, Ga. —
Pvt. Thomas I. Rogers, son of
Mrs. Elva Todd, Les Todd
Road, Almo, recently com-
pleted the multichannel
communications equipment
operator course under the One
Station Unit Training (OSUT)
Program at the U.S. Army
Signal School; Fort Gordon,
Ga.
The OSUI program com-
bines basic training with
advanced individual training.
Students learned to install,
operate and repair field radio





FORT KNOX — 2nd It.
Randy M. Wright, whose wife,
Donna, lives in Murray,
recently completed an armor
officer basic course at the
Army Armor School, Fort
Knox, Ky.
The course covers branch
training in armor for newly
commissioned officers with
special emphasis on the duties
of tank and reconnaissance
platoon leaders. Their
training includes instruction
in automotive principles and
maintenance, C ln -
rIlunications, weapons and
tactics.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
David M. Wright, live at 414S.
16th.
Ti















Surprise Mom and Dad.
. A gift of love. Your
portrait.
CARTER STUDIO
364 Mein 753 117911
BIBLE CALL
"Homosexuality" - 759-
4444. Children's Story -
7594445.
Get younger parties, Every Fri-
day night at the Main Street
Connection Disco Fulton Ken-
tucky s newest entertainment
center Beautiful sound and

























14 Lamb s pen
name
15 King Arthur s
lance
16 Embroiled
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and 21st. Aurora Coun-
try Festival. Furnish





Will the young man driving the
dark blue or green 1967 Ford
truck with light top who took
the 18tt silver metalflahe
Hydrostream boat with 175
Evinrude from 718 So 4th
Tuesday. October 2 at 630 AM
please call 753-3619 before
legal action is taken I have two
eye witnesses tf necessary
Hebrews 10.26. -For if we sin
wilfully after that we have
,eceived the knowledge of the
truth, there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sins,- Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 5
pm til 6 pm Bible study, 6 til
7 and 7 til 8 evenings. Study by
phone anytime Free Store for
the needy All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information















mediately. a position in the





and accountant duties. Ex-
pecence necessary Excellent
salary and fringe benefits Rep-











ly! Work at home no ex-
perience necessary excellent
pay Write American Service
8350 Park Lane. Suite 127
Dallas, TX 75231
Help wanted Part-time workers
from 7 til 5 pm. Vir M Avery












5. Lost and Found
Lost! Two Minature
Schnauzers Mother and pup-
py Mother has 2 brown spots
and goes by the name Shasta
Lost in the Lynn Grove com-
munity Reward' 435-4116 or
435-4373
NANCY
MY HAND iTCHES - --






PERHAPS _COULD 3E .
.M#AKBE I DOUBT





Crs-r* SAY ANYT-.I.NG ABOUT
NIkE PLAYING GOLF






e 00MGANs You seE
Pe,few& GMAIA45! THE ME5rA46E
PELAVEP„, DRUM 777 OftIM
MAKBE IN TtiE LONG






































Apply in person at
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corp., Route 2, Box 54.
East Penny Road,
Murray, KY 42071.
SOME OF US, .1AAAM
SEE ESERTHING lN
SHAPES OF G9-.A'1
In Waled arum 'M... 1,
OH, LINO HA NA .











rated Corp seeds 10
neat, hone,: young-
minded pi csle with
permenant Jsciress, to









want to work need ap-
ply. Call 5e:1-759-1345,
, ask for Mr. Branson.
Homeworkers iin $50 per
hundred sec.• ng. stuffing
enevelopes. Fk• details. Reply
Titan. Bo‘ 94485ZN
Schaumberg, I. 70194 
Assistant maNer for local
finance office ,00d benefits
Must have hie school educa-
tion Call 753-.4.2
Need babysttte in my home
three days per meek, Wednes-
day. Thursday. Friday 753-
9599
Need 10 lac ti to model
fashionable prcict Call Mrs
Miller at 753-0s-J7
Reliable indryic_31 to keep in-
fant in my hoc- and do light
housekeeping. Salary and
benefits negot Isle Call 753-
0418
Two years pas nuclear field
training. Mus: be at least a
high school di; pma grad Have
good ability ir math (algebra)
Must be 17 to 4 years old Ex-
cellent salary oaid vacations.
medical plan 3nd other Job-
related benefits We provide up
to two years ot electronics or
advanced mecianical training
in nuclear reactor fields Call
Navy (502) 753-6439 or call
toll free 1-800-841-8000
taking applications for cooks
Apply in person at Triangle Inn
501 South 12th
9. Situation Wanted
Responsible ady would like to
babysit todclers. full time in
her home within walking
distance of University
References 753-4188
Would like to babysit in my
home an -e and any age
Call 753-41-;52
Will do 1g all kinds of
clothes and fancy Call
759-4011
Would • do babysitting
753-0.317
11111s. Opportunity 
Fabric b, sss for sale Good
location iris For further
details la 01-642-6039 or
642-4826
For sale ce and storage
building x -: jt Ideal for con•
tractor -;,.s.s Street Paris
TN (901.7 6445 
a-Instructions
Western s, si square dancing
lessons aiia nle for beginners
or former r:a^cers by Murray
Square-A-NesIs Club Call
436-2577
11r1.Or Sale or Trade
For sale -ide 1967 Chevy
Super Ss., 53-6940 or 753-
6764
147Wint To Buy 
Paying 7 aer dollar for 90
percent s • coins 1965-69
halves pa. SI 50 each 521-
9139
Wanted buy standing
timber, ' , -ices paid 489-
2334
Wa-J1PC ' ,y or trade late
1960 or 1970 model half
tun PO' ' 767-6356




Lock sets ooshed brass or an-
tique brass key in knob sets
$7 99: OKSage, $3 99 Wallin
Hardware Pd r is.
12 foot,. axle Neck Over
,
trailer hP• ,ne mortar mixer,
4 bas . lime engine. one




WI 15' ilventwn runabout,
with 85 k MerClIrt outboard
toots comp*, with trailer
till"11 too skis ski rope 
and
3 lite Otis Call 753 1916
ask for Karen, between 1 a PI
1 3 tsm $1,600
15-.1ades For Sale  23. Exterminating
Apartment size refrigerator
$50 antique trunk $50 CAI
753-4684 after 530 pm
Closeouts King Koil I S matt
and foundation Our best Flory
sample king size. reg $699 set
sale $479 one only Spina.
guard king size extra firm reg
$530 set, sale $399. Diplomat
II posturebond gentle firm
King reg $569. sale $439 set.
Queen reg $399 sale $299
set. reg size $339 set sale
$239 set. Anniv Quilt King set
reg $429 set. sale $259 set,
queen reg $299 set. sale $199
set Many other sets. Queen
and King size. Special savings
while they last. Bring your
truck or van save del chgs
Diggs Sleep World, 211 Wood,
Paris.
One Estey practice piano and
one Olivitti Underwood electric
adding machine 901-241
3206
Water beds cal-king or queen
from $249 Also compnents
mattresses $49. heaters $69,
safety liners $13, pedestals
-$39 hdw kits $10. fill-n-drain
kits $10. water cond $2.
designer sheet sets 4 pc. $49,
insulated comfortors $59, rail
pad sets $39. massage units
$29 patch kits $3 cap and
seal kits $150. matt pads
$19 If its for waterbeds see
Diggs Sleep World, 211 Wood,
Paris 642-4724
Woost burning fireplace insert
Firef ire' 36' wide 24' high
with blower 9 months old fits
most conventional fireplaces
Call 753-7716 after 5 pm
16. Home Furnishings 
Nice clean feather beds for
sale Call 492 8637 after 6 pm
For sale aluminum storm win-
dow Cali 753 5266
Heater commercial overhead
18 000 BTU Call 492 8884
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment. 4 hole self rim-
ming. $2999. $3999, and




runs good. Call 753-





Foe factory authorized parts,
soles and service coil (901)
642-7619. Located at 102
W Washington Sr Court
Swore, Pons, Tn
19. Farm Equipment
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor completely equipped in-
cluding monitor John Deere
21 disc John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor,
13 John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John Deere 15 harrow John
Deere 6x16 plow John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition Phone 489-2141
Ian 30- sickle mower ex-
cellent for trimming under and
around electric fences, for high
grass or weeds $250 759-
1850 after 6 pm
Tractor batteries. 6 or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee,
your choice. $49 99. Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Wheelbarrows $19 99. $29 99
$39.99. $59 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris 
20. Sports Equipment 
Attention Goose hunters' Goose
shadows, $2 75 each Call Neal
at J.U. Kevil Workshop.
Mayfield, KY, 502-247-5346.
For sale Boy's 20 inch bike,
$20, Green Machine. $5 903
Meadow Lane , 
22. Musical
Baldwin Grand piano 7 foot




IISMOtt locally fowled Ike
Pew. lipepettellyie party oat
take at big writ, ea leet
payment balesee. Wrtte Jai&
Mem, JoØu,, Misserri 641101.
Excellent Hammond organ
753-0243
For sale 2 turn tables for com-
ponent system one BSR and
one Realistic Call 759-4011
lyew shipment of pianos and
5rgans Buy now and save'
Claytons. I & B Music, 153-
/515
Spinet piano, used, like new
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs.
toned° Piano Co across from





All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6"x30s, $18.99. 8-x30-,
$29 99. Installation kit 6"
$27 99, 8", $41 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Aluminum extension ladders
14 $28 88. 16'. $31 88. 20'
$4599. 28', $7099 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Bath tubs 5 ft steel white
$64 99, Colors, $69 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16". $10 25, 20
$11.99, 24". $1499 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Firewood. seasoned any
length delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service. 753-8536 
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount prices for
greenhouses, mobile home skir-
ting, garages. carports. utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
so ft and up Desks chairs,
safes and file cabinets Ross &
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc Mar-
tin TN 38231 Phone 901-587-
2420 Open Mon-Fri 130 tc
500, Sat 7 30 to 3 00
Firewood for sale. will 'deliver'
$1800 per rick Call 753-6837
fvfoliife home roof coating. 5
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Nice Snapper 8 horse riding
lawn mower. $325 753-1380
after 6 pm
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams
Southside Shopping Center
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro $1199 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris
Prints complete numbered
sets by Neal Holland, /150,
Ken Holland $1250, Ken's last
series $450. Granstaff $600
Singles by these artists Ensor
Morehead, and Gray Steve
Pool RI 5 Box 15 Benton
KY Call 354-6635
Skil saws All with 71s- cutting
blade model 553 $29 99.
model 574 $34 99, model
559. $59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris -
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies mens and childrens
fashions blew and like new We
sell for you and to you Only
fine quality and current styles
accepted The Answer 1407
Main St Benton KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm
72 inch Seth Thomas floor
clock Westminster chimes, ex-
cellent condition, $125. 753-
0609 after 5 pm
Used Minolta SRT 201 camera
with F-1 4 50 mm lens, 135
mm lens and wide angle lens
excellent condition Call 753-
1919 between 8 and 5 pm
Wood for sale. $25 per rick for
hickory. oak, and ash. Delivered
in Murray area only Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder.
25. Business Services
The Poodle Shop. professional
grooming. Pine Point Resort
Phone 642-1972 
26. TV-Radio
AM-FM 8-track stereo with
walnut speakers, like new,
$150 Call 753-9357 
MCS series stereo component
system Includes AM-FM
receiver, turn table cassette
deck and 2 speakers Less than
1 year old $480 new, will sell
for $275 Call 759-1620
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $15 492
8834
Wanted. Responsible person to
take up payment on 19" color
t.v , warranted Also a used 25"
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music.
open til 6 pm, 753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974, furnished, 12x65, all
electric, 3 bedrooms bath and
half, washer and dryer air con-
ditioner, new carpet. $5250
Call 474-2257 
1975 Double wide on -2 acre
lot central air, well and large
garage. located in Kirksey
Price reduced_ Call 489-2248
after 5 pm
For sale 1968 Richmond 2
bedroom, 12x50 house trailer
Unfurmsheel. complete new
electrical copper wiring
system, gas heated, $3250





27. Mobile Home Sales 37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale by owner 2 bedroom
mobile home 12x65, central
air and heat on 3Li acres all
fenced Stock barns tr uit
trees, large bass pond Also
11x15 block house for guests
Asking $22,000 Call 753-
2151
For sale 2 bedroom, P+1 bath
12x55 mobile home Furnish-
ed Possibly left on the acre of
land rent free $5000 Phone




12x60 2 bedrooms. 2 baths,
new carpet, gas heat, partially
furnished. $5800 Call 753-
5097 or 753-7849 after 5 pm.
1972 12x60 Two bedroom with
central air, gas heat, anchored,
furnished with good house fur-
niture, washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished or partially.
Call 761-4023 after 3 30 pm
Will negotiate, leaving town
Two bedroom mobile home
good condition central gas
heat appliances and drapes
Call 753-8810
1975. 12x10 Two bedroom
with central heat and air fur-
nished with washer dryer and
dishwasher Call 753-4963
after 530 pm 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer at
Riveria Courts prefer couple
489-2641 
29. Heatingtooling 
Electric heaters 4000 wait. 4
stack. $35 99 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris
Good used wood Pleating stove
Cab 753-8473
Wood heater automatic.
deluxe cabinet, brick lined.
cast iron grates and doors, 24"
lire box $19999 Two speed
automatic blower $49 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
30. Business Rental
Shop for rent Call after 6 pm
753-6966. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment for rent.
Close to University Call 153-





and dryer hookup -central heat
and air, Call 253-7550 
Apartment or





34. Houses For Rent
Dwelling house, presently va-
cant, has been used 12 years
for church, renovate to your
own liking Choice level lot
753-0040.
For rent Partially furnished
farmhouse, garden etc Near
school You put in bath make
repairs rent negotiable Write
Box 321
For rent 2 bedroom farm
house $15 per month Call
43/4419
Warehouse storage
space, up to 1,








Appaloosa horse for sale Call
489-2666
Springing Holstein heifers Call
502-694-3500 after 8 pm
Milburn Ky
Three springing Jersey cows
Phone 489-2525 
38. Pets-Supplies
Red female Doberman, 10
weeks old. AKC registered. ears
clipped Call 753-7217 after 6
pm
Two year old registered Irish
Setter, with papers $100 759-
4083 
40. Produce
For sale Pumpkins for Hallo-
ween Pete Henson, old Murray
and Paris Road 
41. Public Sale
Big 4 party yard sale Friday
and Saturday, is mile off 121
East on Cherry Corner Road
753-8263
Three party garage sale Satur
day October 20th 7 ti1.5 115
Spruce Street
Yard sale. multi-party, Satur-
day. October 20th. 8 til 5, 811
Broad Extended. Many items
some furniture Rain or shine.
Yard sale. 522 S 6th St., Fri-
day, October 19th and Satur-
day October 20th Antique
pump organ 2 piece living
room suite. clothes, toys odds
and ends.
Yard sale, 2 families Antique
furniture depression glass .
hard pottery apartment size
portable washing machine 2
antique show cases, shoes and
purses to match clothes, and
numerous other items Highway
68 14 mile from Johnathon
Creek Bridge turn right at
lohnathen Shores Watch for
signs Friday and Saturday.
19th and  20th 
43:Rial Estate
A park-like setting"' Tree lined
streets, quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A-frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
arranged for coniplete privacy
spacious living . room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq ft Just
reduced"' Call 753-1492.
now Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors .
Imlay Auction
Realty Salts(01 RIME? 4/1ii /
4 / I
' rwer I:I •
‘prrf t)s,
Choice building site of over five
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin, KY and Ken.
tucky lake Restricted to homes
only Slope facing south
suitable for solar energy type
home. Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer Realtor. 1111
Sycamore Murray. 753-0101 or
753-153;
Farm Land
We have just listed a
200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a.
6,000 bushel grain bin.
Owner also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
829,900. Call today on
both these farms.
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty 753-1222 your farm
land headquarters in
Calloway County.
For the greatest return cin
money Invest in real
estate We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity, receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800 Call for more
information 7 5 3 -
1492 Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors
Packaging Foreman
Area manufacturing concern and leader in the
absorbant Clay industry has an immediate opening
for a packaging foreman.
Prospective candidate should possess previous
supervisory and operational experience preferable
in manufacturing or processing environment.
Packaging experience helpful.
Successful candidate should be capable of
working the 2nd or 3rd shift.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual
to become partilf an exciting progressive company
that offers excellent compensation package and out-
standing company paid benefits.
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You shOwed the Higgins your 420 gold
piece the last time they were here."
43. Real Estate 43. Real Estate
Executive home 5 bedrooms 3
baths, family room Extras
galore in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heat pump automatic root





clad thermo doors, beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener. Shroat




AK( )LND 101 ( It K
From the entrance foyer to the
tile patio, this home is built for
living Plush carpeting
throughout the living room 3
bedrooms, and spacious den
featuring a wood horning
fireplace with heatolator - Only
one year old To see this quiet,
spot in the country calf Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724
Great location' 204 South 9th
St. Convenient to hospital, doc-
tors, town, shopping, and chur-
ches Living room, kitchen, 2
bedrooms, and bath Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32.000 Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1707
New mobile home on large
wooded lot located in a seclud
ed subdivision 12x65 2
bedrooms, 2 tlaths, central air
fully furnished Underpinned
with porches and steps Reaay
to live in Reduced to $13,500




Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
A fine home says a great deal
This sparkling clean 3 bedroom
home is easy on the pocket
book with T V A approved in
sulation and a lovely 1
bedroom apartment for added
income Stretch your dollars







4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on I 1'2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full-time real
cstate service
New listing in Hazel brick
veneer home with 2 bedrooms,
new wiring 'and new plumbing
Has insulation as recommend-
ed by T V.A Located on ;1 acre
cornet lot. Nice large rooms
Good retirement home or first
home with room for expansion
Call Louise .Baker at Spann
Realty Associates 753-7724 
Quality plus in this fine home
in Cantebury 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace. and seperate
rec room Marble baths, Lee
and Monicello carpets. natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors Too






, home has 2 bedrooms,
bath, electric heat, full
1 basement. Equipped
for year around living.
Furniture included.
Beautifully decorated.









Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and





N.9101.1111*•.• calls plor4 col 51 )1115 45.151, ahem! 16/1•511151115 Som.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 elehrut Strut




*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLIS TER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in (itv
AUCTION SALE
Friday, October 19th, 6 P.M., 904 Story Ave., Murray,
Ky.
Will sell old furniture, small appliances, glass,
china, cooking utensils, trinkets, and some antique
items. Like new living room suite, odd couches, and
chairs, bunk beds, antique bed and others, rugs, lots
of .oks, lamps, drop leaf table and chairs, tree




435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
43. Real Estate _
Two bedroom house and three
acres'on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord. Priced at
only- $13.000 John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111









lovely secluded 2 BR.,







ce, look this one over
for only $21,000.
Warta- -
Large family to con-







alarms for your safety
and a piano for your
entertainment. All this
for $67,000.
4\ Call 753-8080 r
This makes house sense fur
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here s
an, opportunity 3 bedroom, 2
baths, fully equipped kit-
chen. good place to raise a
family. Let us show you this
home today Call 1492. Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 
44. Lots For Sale
Lot for sale Kentucky lake.
Pine Ridge Shores. wooded
area, walking distance to lake,
sacrafice, must sell. $1100
443-6045 or 502-239-7215. 
Large wooded lots, city water, 4
miles East 94, restricted area.
Oakwood subdivision 753-
5593.
Two lots, 100x210 each.
Duiguid Drive, zoned R-4, city
water and sewer. $7500 each.
753-5744
46.-HOmes-FOr-We 
A 3 bedroom house with 2 full
baths, including a sunken
shower, carport, black top
drive, 4 out buildings, 5 apple
trees, grape vine, large dog
pen. electric heat, 90 per cent
carpet, Ph acres garden spot,















House for sale by owner.
$11,000 or best offer. Call 753-
5375 after 5:30 pm 
House for sale in Canterbury
New 4 bedroom house nearing
completion Call 753-3903 
47. Motorcycles 
350 Four cylinder Honda
motorcycle 4,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, windshield
759-1850 after 6 pm 
48. Auto. Services
3
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99, ex-
change. 60 month guarantee.
95 amp, $39.99. exchange
Wallin Hardware, Parrs.
49. Used ears
For sale. 1971 Impala
Chevrolet, fully equipped, must
sell. $225. Call after 5 pm,
43,5-4134. 
1979 Honda Accord IX,. 5-
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing, $6.900. Call 753-2266. 
1977 Hornet AMX. 26.d00
tiles, red with white interior.
extras. Call 753-5897. 
1979 Mark V. loaded with
everything including moon
roof. Call 753-4509 or 753-
/357. 
1978 Monte Carlo Landau.
power steering and brakes, air,
AM-FM, CB .radio. low mileage,
excellent condition, one owner.
642-5027 mornings.
49. Used Cars
1974 Camero Ltd Edition,
automatic air, rally wheels
good gas milage Call 436-5870
or 759-4778
1975 Chevrolet Nova 2-door,
41,000 miles, V8 with air 753-
/404 or 489-2152
1978 Carnet°, power and air,
red with black interior, good
gas mileage, $4750. Call 753-
3200. 
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster,
good top, tonneau cover. a light
blue beauty classic convertible.
436-2146.
1974 Eldorado Cadillac, ex-
cellent condition. red with
white vinyl top, red leather in-
terior. Call 753-9706 or 753-
9422.
For sale 1978 T-Bird Town Lan-
dau, fully loaded, moon roof.
Take over payments, $4200.
753-0318 after 6 pm. 
1976 Ford Granada, good on
gas. low mileage, excellent
condition, must sell. 753-2677.
1973 Ford Pinto, automatic, 4
cylinder, 36,000 miles. Call
753-9621 
For sale: 1978 1-Bird Town Lan-
dau, fully loaded, moon roof.
Take over payments plus $200.
753-0318 after 6 pm.
1975 Fiat Spider
Convertible. New




1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion, new tires, new top. Call
after 6 pm. every day except
Wednesday, 753-3984. 
1973 Monte Carlo. Call 753-
8361
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383,
excellent running condition.
Must sell. 753-2677. 
1974 Six cylinder, Plymouth
Satellite, power. air condi-
tioner. AM-FM, nice. Priced to
sell. 753-4027.
1969 VW Bug, excellent condi-
tion, excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-2395 after 5 pm. 
1974 Vega GT, automatic, air,
$350. Call 753-3918.
1977 Z28 Camaro, white with
brown trim, tilt. AM-FM 8 track
tape. 435-4373. 
50. Used Trucks
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854. 
1970 Chevrolet Pickup $750.
Call 759-4683.
1979 C1-5 Renegade, white
with blue strips, power steer-
ing, positive track. lock out
hubs, perfect condition. $6850
or best offer. 753-6802 or 753-
7108. 
1968 Ford 6 cylinder
automatic, it ton pickup.
Motor overhauled. $850. Call
days 753-4751 or after 5 pm
753-3447
1974 Ford pickup, $1900. Call
753-4094 after 4 pm. 
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger
pickup, V8, AT, IS, good condi-
tion, make offer. 436-2146.
1-976 GMC Sierra Grande, air,
Ps, pb, tilt wheel, 43.000
miles. $2900. 759-1759.
50. used Trucks
19 79 Jeep Honcho Pickup
loaded with assooles call 753.
4509 or 7537357 
One 1972 C-60 Chevrolet 2 ton
truck, will take lb ft bed. ex-
tra clean, $2750 Call days
615-232-5150, nights 615-232-
6221.
1972 Two-ton Chevrolet truck,
427 motor, 5-speed 2-speed
axle. good tires air brakes.
power steering, 16 ft grain
bed. 23.000 lb rear axle. 9000
lb front axle. new 22 ton dou-




repair on all brands Winter
storage available Hitches.
parts, and accessories White's
Camper Sales Highway 94,
East, Murray. KV 753-0605. 
For sale: 1973 Windsor travel
trailer. fully equipped, $400
and take over note Call 753-
4150 between :0 and 530,
ask for Terry.
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck in good con-
dition. $600. Call 492-8515. 
52. Boats and Motors 
1976 Fisher Marine water
rover, 25 hp motor. trolling
motor and trailer excellent
condition. $1250 759-1943. 
For sale: 1977 16 ft Hydra-
Sport bass boat n!ih 1977 150
hp Mercury motor Call 489-
2195 after 5 pm 
53. ServiceOffered 
All types home remodeling and
maintenance. References.
Guar,enteed worr, Free
estimates Call  753-8948
Byers Brothers 8. Son-General
home remodeling framing.
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Backhoe work, septic tanks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs. old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774. ,
Chimneys-and stoves cleaned.









Vibra-Vac steam or thy clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Herndon's portable welding
service. Route 6. Box 154. Mur-
ray, Kentucky. 753-9507. 
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,








and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in. with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover. 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters,
ranges. Also dishwashers in-
stalled. lames Burkeen. 474-
2257. 
Will haul drIveway white roc).
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, BQX 409A; Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
guarenteed 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
489-2480 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs. 
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-one, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
clout:imam' 5 1 Al 115 1411 .
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Low ball lumber prices; bring your own truck and
help load it!
2i4 studs, pre-cut - compare to $1.50 elsewhere
- my price 980, or 90e in full bundles.
.4 x 8 blackboard - $3.25; 50 pounds nails -$16;
4 x 8 siding - MI; BIG selection paneling - $5,95 &
$6.95;
4 x 8, /42 in. plywood - 98.50; %" particle board -




44 mile south of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy. 641 (Across from the










53. Servkes Offered 
Housecleaning done have ex











Will haul anything Clean
basements. Will haul county
garbage Call 753-9685. 
Will do hauling of any kind. city
Of county Call 492-8704 
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup Call 753-5857 
Will 'do ironing in my home
753-2469 
Will haul driveway gravel, dirt.
sand. Also do backhoe and
loader work Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763
53. Services Offered
We do upholstery vniture
boats automobiles campers
anything you wish
very wide selection of fabrics
Call 753-5361 or 753-6488 
56. Free Column 
free kittens to good home
Long-haired white black and
Can 753-1746gray
We have
Free, Small brown and black
mixed female dog Moved and
forced to give up Call 753
0714
AUCTION SALE
October 19 & 20
10:00 A.M. Each Day
Hazel Lumber Company
Hazel, Kentucky
Mr. Paul Dailey is going out of business and will sell lumber, real estate and
a good selection of fine antiques, good glass and china, order of sale.
Friday, October 19th will sell this complete stock of new lumber, storm doors
and windows, roofing, paint, cabinet hardware, nails, metal scaffold, office
equipment, radial arm saw, De-Walt band saw, 16" planer, a complete cabinet
shop. This will be an all day sale. 3 Warm Morning heaters, 1 Atlantic wood
heater, 3 heavy duty trailers.
Second sale Saturday, October 20th, 10 a.m. will sell some of the finest an-
tiques and collector items, glass and china, ever offered in this area.
Walnut marble top Chippendale chest, two lead glass door cherry china
cabinets, oak secretary, oak dressers, walnut dressers, fancy solid walnut
round table, beautiful oak mantle with oval front and rope post, fancy dogwood
pattern easeal, goose neck rocker, two walnut finish china cabinets with mirror
backs, two fancy camel footed oval glass door china cabinets mirror backed
with lead glass top of doors, oak drop leaf table, wall telephone, leaded glass
,panels, old fancy 3 and 4 mold picture frames, oak pie safe, two tin door pie
safes, marble top pedestal table, mantles, rope leg table, six high back oak
beds, spindle back chairs, wicker chairs, trunks, two claw footed organ stools
with glass balls, old fancy cash register, oak dining chairs, oak kitchen cabinet
with lead glass doors.
Glassware: quinine Blue Lincoln drape aladdin lamp, fancy butter molds,
preserve stands, aladdin lamp base, carnival glasses, carnival bowls, pink and
green depression, goof us glass, pigeon blood glass, green crystal water set,
satin glass, McKee press cut butter molds, McKee pink mugs, coffee mills,
large quinine Blue Vase, Iris vases, Coke trays, cedar bucket, preserve stand
lids, oil lamps, cake plates, berry sets, plates, amber powder dishes, tiffany
. lamp. This is only a partial listing, this will be an all day sale. Real Estate will
sell at 12 noon on Saturday the 20th. Boyd-Majors Real Estate will be inlharge
of real estate sale. The lot the lumber house is on is 140 ft. by 140 ft., the building
is approximately 120 ft. by 120 ff. ansi in good state of repair. This is an ideal
place for someone to go into business in downtown Hazel, Kentucky.
Terms will be 10 percent down day of sale with balance with delivery of deed
in 30 days. Sale conducted by- Dan Miller's Auction Service. For more in-
formation call 435-4144 in Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Eats and drinks available.
Not responsible for accidents. Sale held rain or shine. Tennessee license No.
1281
Dan Miller Dan Farris
Auctioneer App. Auctioneer
"Our Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays!
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How cay you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. Yog can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
'Paid days will run first.
trslo rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















S. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
With $7.50 Additional














DEL MONTE CANNED GOOD SALE
CREAM STYLE CORN









REELFOOT'S PEE WEE STICK
19 RAG BOLOGNA LB.$1 





BRAINS   IA 49c
791131E2F. 10-23-79 1171
IGA GOLDEN DELICIOUS PRommg
APPLES   LB. 39C
LETTUCE   HEAD 456
TEXAS
ORANGES  .... 5 LB. BAG $169
BELL PEPPER OR
ottpUMBERS
PARSNIP 
